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ABSTRACT
This trainer's guide is designed to assist Head Start

administrators in implementing the Bringing Out Head Start Talents
(BOHST) project designed to identify and develop programs for
potentially gifted/talented Head Start children. The trainer's guide
is divided into three sections. Section 1, the Administrator's Guide,
consists of the following components: a description and overview of
the BOHST project; requirements for implementing the project (staff
time, space, cost, and materials); basic instructions for leading
staff workshops; a sample yearly schedule; and sample forms used
throughout the training process. Section 2, Teacher Workshops,
includes detailed instructions and material (overhead transparencies
and handouts) for six workshops for the Headstart teaching staff, as
well as information about follow-up consultations and observations to
assist.teachers in implementing the BOHST approach in their
classrooms. Section 3, Parent Workshops,. gives detailed instructions
for two workshops: general programming for all Headstart parents, and
talents programming for parents of children identified as having
potential talents. (JW)
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INTHODUCTION

Thie Trainer'a Guide in denigned to anoint HeaJ Start adminietratorn in
implementing the BOHST (Bringing Out Hand Start Talenta) Models HOHST wag
deiveloped at the Univereity of Illinoin and WA4 partially funded chrough a grant
from the U.S. Department of Health end Human Services. Thin manual may be tined
by 4 Head Start program director or by one of the coordinatorn of the
programwhomever will be administering the ROUST Project.

The mnin goal of the BOOST Project La to provide training to Head Start
personnel and parents in identifying and programming for potentially talented
Head Start children. Both the portion providing the training and the
administrator who La overeeeing that person will need to he familiar with the
contents of thin manuel. Ropecially important in underatanding the overall
structure of the ROUST project and fleeing how it fita into your Head Sttirt
program.

Thia Trainer's Guide in divided into three Hectiona:

I. The Administrator's Guido includes information for the Head Start Director
an 147117771747117FRIW who will be conducting the BOHST teacher and
parent training. Thin information in critical to the smooth running of the
ROUST training.

2. BOHST Teacher Workshopa includei detailed instructions and materials for
six workshops for the teaching ataff plus information about follow-up
consultationa nnd Oheervatione to annint teachers in impleMenting the MUST
approach in their classrooms.

3. BOHST Parent Workshops includes instructions for two workshops for Head
Start parentsone for all parents and one for parents of the children
identified as having potential talents.

The instructions for ell the workshops follow a similar format and provide all
the information needed to present the workshops. Samples of all handouts and
overheads used in these workshops are provided at the end of each workshop. The
person providing the training will need to photocopy enough handouts for each
workshop participant and make transparences from the sample overheads.

In designing this Trainer's Guide, the ROUST staff has attempted to anticipate
everything an administrator would need to know in order to replicate the BOHST
Model in their Head Start program.

Additional copies of the ROUST manuals may be ordered by contacting the
Disabled Citizens Foundation (a not-for-profit orgaaization), 1304 W. Bradley,
Champaign, Illinois 61820 (217-356-9176).
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OM:SIMON ASO 04PAVIEW OP ME SOOT PKOIECT

WHAT'S THE PURPOSE OP 40HSTI

Since Hoed Siert began it bee made greet etridoe in Improving and expending
eetIvieee to ehIldreo who erg ever-egg end to the IO2 of ite populetion who
ero 4440040d 44 hendicepped. Tho childron who helve remeined undereerved
aro the bright/giftod/telented--the top 10-20X of the children who Ohm
greet potentiel in one or more 41'044 of Wont. Tho BUM (ftringing Out
Heed Sten Talents) Project wee deeigned to moot this need.

While bright/gifted/talented children In all egonomic groupo have often
Woe enderserved, children from low-income Wool have received even less in
tho wey of opeciel eervices. Not only are those children affected by tho
wowed scarcity of services to the gifted, hut they are also less likely
t4 be identified for inclusion in tho eervices that ere presently
available. SNOT was developed to assist in tho identification and
programming of Heed Start children who have potential talents or gift's. By
reaching children early in their lives to both Identify end program for
their talents, educatore can begin to tap the potential talents of
low-iocome childreo and to (nature 01050 kitiman r0400f1«04.

HOW DIU 110HST BEGIN?

4OHST was funded by the Adminintration of Children, Youth, and Familia% for
one year under Dr. Merle 11. Kamen at the University of Illinois.
Proceduree 4nd materials developed over ten years for the RAPYHT (44trteval
and Acceleration of Promising Young Handicapped and Talented) Project for
gifted/talented handicapped preschool children were used AO the bnsis of
the BORST Project. Major modifications were made in these materials so that
they would more appropriately fit the needs of the Head Start population.
The MIST materials were field-tented in A Ilead Sten program In Champaign
County, Illinois. Modifications were then made and theme materials have
boon printed for distribution to Heed Start centers across the nation.

HOW DO YOU IMPLEMENT SOHST?

Teachers are trained through a series of workshops offered throughout the
academic year by someone deeignated an the SOOT trainer. These workshops
are coupled with classroom obeervations and consultations with the trainer.
Through thin individual contact, the tenche:s receive support and feedback.
Similarly, parents of the Head Start children are provided with two
workshops, one that covers general enrichment for all the parents and one
on specific talent programming just for the parents of the identified
children. In addition all parents are asked to complete a questionnaire to
aid in identifying those children with potential talents.



WO ARK NIIIIKO/TALKNTK0 PRIM:0004KM

KOHUT 14 haaed od tbo U.N. Offico of Kdocation'o 191 2 dofloition of tho
giftod which inciudoa onuaoai ahliitiors in rho following are441
iAtelleCtOall crootivo, loodorship, 0414041 4,01 porforming arto (ort aod
mosie), acodomic (math, ecionco, and roading), ond psychomotor. Ooly
smolt porcontago of thy gonorol popoletion (3-5X) io truly gifted or
telontod. Identifying tolents or gifts is especially difticolt at (he
preachool level Wore childron have had tho exporiencoa nocooaary to
dovelop and domonstrate tolonts heCaOse it le impossiblo to detormino
with cortainty which preschool children wilt grow op to 40 ae$404 that 44all
porcontago, MIST "Caate a wido not" to carofolly soloct thy 10-20X of tbo
childron who show potential talont.

WAT ARK Ton COMPONENTS or THK 4011ST PROJECT?

The HOOST projoct IS CoMpOSed of (IV@ major components. Those components
were spocificaliy deolgood ood developed to moet tbo fteodo of tho
hrightigiftoditaionted popolation AS Well 44 to ostrich the curricolum for
ell Head Start childreo, The five compononts of the 40116T project aro (1)
general programming both in tho C101441'004 dAd at home for All ihe head
Start children, (2) identification procoaseo tor determining the
bright/giftod/talonted in tho Head Start program, Usied both parent and
toacher input, (3) specifie programming both in the Classroom and at hone
for the idontified talontod children in their spocific talent area, (4)
programming to involve peronts both in the Classroom and at home, and (5)
strategies for eiding in the tranaition from Head Start to public school,
thus ensuring cootinuity of programming. In addition, ongoing evaluation
procodures are includod to dotermino tho impact of tho project and to
aSsees progress throughout tho year.

WAT ARE roc MAIOR STEPS IN TIM 601IST PROCESS?

The 1101IST process includes threo major steps: (I) genoral enrichment
programming, both in the classroom and at home, for ALL Head Start
children, (2) identification processes for detormining the
bright/gifted/talontei in the Head start program using both parent and
teacher input, and (3) :specific programming, both In the classroom and at
home, for the identified talented children in their specific talent area.

Relow id a summary of thls MIST process:

Step 1: GENERAL PROGRAMMING
-Detective Thinking (Convergent Productive Thinking)
-Inventor Thinking (Divergent Productive Thinking)
nludge Thinking (Evaluat(ve Thinking)

9



litop Zi TALKOT tOKOTIVICATIOO
-Toachor Chockliat
-Paroot Chockliat
-Talont 4t41tin4

Nov Ii TALAOT POLOIKAHNIN4
=AL4a44a1,80E 40z:4f4

"T41441 Af11V11140
-Talont ttdocatioo Plan
-Knd=of-tho-Yoar Tolosa Koport

Conoral Programming 14 do4ignod to givo 41,4 tho 114401 MAU 0110,40 4

chance to dovolop thoir highor lovol thinkiog sk1110, incloding
prohlom-4olving ski114, troativo thinking. Thia geooral onrichmoot 4140
givo4 tho childroo 40 opportonity to dovo lop and 40monatteto potontial
talonta. COffie41441 (4f both tho homo 444 tho 0444104$ 41'0 4 p4tt 0( 044
(tf4t 41op

Talont Idontitication, Atop 2, focosos on idontifyiog tho chlldroo with
potonti41 141041 14 000 or mord, of 414 4f4441 1014110C1441, Cf4411VO,
14440f4hip, V14441 444 porfurming 41'14 (Aft and music), academic (math,
4c1,1c4 e and roading)* and puychumotor. Roth teacher and p41740t OwL1100
4f0 i1444 io seloting chil4ro4 with potootial talent, 4 001104 of tho
chockliat rating§ 404 4 (1041 dotorminatioo of which childron 4r4
identifiod 14 4444 41 4 14140t qt41t4Odi 4 *44104 with tho toachor,
trainor, any appropriato aocillary porsonnol, anti poe4ib1y tho paronts.

Only tho childroo idontifiod 44 having potontial Wont, tho top 10-20,
41'0 14Y01444 14 510(1 71 of tho hohST proceaa, 74100L Programming. Tho
pOrp440 of talon( programming is to provido tho idontifiod childron with
opportonitios and 0 sporiooco4 to 40v4101) thoir Wont aro44. Spocific
41tivitto4 in thoir Wont aroa aro providod for both tho C14441'004 and tho
how. An ongoing 440ossmont of talent dovolopeont 14 built-Into oath
c144room activity. An individual plan of taloot dovolopmont 14 writtoo and
implomontod for path idontitiod child. In addition, in ordor to holp
onsore continuity of talent programming, 4 Wont roport is omplotod at
the end of the ye-ar and onnt on to thq chtld'a *gat tnachor.

W4T'1 t11E K4SOLT Or 14PLIDONTIN4 ROOST/

Resoarch has 4hown 041 00 BOOST Project has 4 positivo impact on both
teachers 4nd children. Scoros of 411 thildron, the idontifiod 44 wal 44
non-identified chidren, incroased in both creativity and acadomic
achievement 40 moasored by Torrancee Thinking Creatively in Action and
Movement and the Kaufman Assessment Battery for Children. In addition,
teacher's described their class more positively at the end of the BOOST
training, suggesting that focusing on the strengths of children and
programming fur these strengths m4y improve withers attitudos toward
their childron. It appears that tho min goals of the projectfocusing on
the strengths of all children, providing all children with practica in
higher-order thinking skills, identifying the potentially gifted and
talented children, and providing home and classroom programming for the
those identified 44 having special talentshsve 4n overall positive impact
on the whole Head Start progras.
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Totol time tor tho trainor to implomont tho 41% toothor workshops 4n4 the two
'wont oork0hop4, inclodiog prop4r4tion timo, will ho 4pprox1m4te1y 19-3$ boorc
tor tht yo4r plo4 4 MinietiM ( 40N0n hoorc por toiwbor tor observationc 4n4
C00441t4(1044.

PAIENT COORDINATOR

Ono person (roe yout otatt will nood tino to help arrango 404 44414( with the
two parent workohopo wbich will prob4bly be run b)' the trainer. Time will be
required for scheduling the sooting, contacting wants. 4rr4n41ng childctire rind
tr4nsport4tion, m4king room 4n4 retrooltment itrrangemontc, planning the mooting
with the SOW trainer, and boing pracent diming the meeting. Tot41 time
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Supervision of the trainer should consist of the following:

a. Observe the trainer conducting at lea t three workshops. Give feedback
using the trainer competency form for workshops. A copy of this form is
included in the Administrative Section at this manual.

b. Sit in on at least two consultations between the trainer and a teacher.
Give feedback using the trainer competency form for consultations.

c. In addition, you and the trainer have the option of using a peer
supervisory procedure in which another coordinator or a teacher observe
the trainer and offers feedback. The appropriate trainer competency
form should be used.

Altogether supervising the training should take approximately 6-8 hours.

I.E. SPACE

A meeting room will be needed for each of the six workshops. Enough space will
be needed for the teachers to break into smaller groups and to roleplay active
lessons. A classroom may be used as long as comfortable adult-sized chairs are
available.

Teacher consultations may be held in the classrooms after the children have left
for the day.

III. COSTS

Some ;release time for staff may be necessary, but most of the training and
consultation times can occur during your regularly scheduled inservice training
ttmes. There will be some minimal cost for reproducing a few materials, such as
name tags, handouts, and overheads. If your organization does not have access
to audio-visual equipment, you may also need to rent an overhead projector for
some of the workshops. Thus implementing the project will cost very little
outside of purchasing the BOHST manuals.

IV. MATERIALS

In addition to this TRAINER'S GUIDE for the trainer, you will need each of the
following manuals for each teacher:

--GENERAL PROGRAMMING MANUAL
--TALENT IDENTIFICATION MANUAL
- -TALENT PROGRAMMING MANUAL

For parents the following materials are needed:
- -DETECTIVE, INVENTOR, AND JUDGE ACTIVITIES FOR THE HOME BOOKLET for the

parents of each child in the program.
- -TALENT ACTIVITIES FOR THE HOME BOOKLET for the parents of each identified

child.

Samples of any necessary materials, handouts, and forms are provided in the
BOHST manuals. These will need to be reproduced according to the number of
teachers and children involved with the project.

1 3
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BASIC INSTRUCTIONS FOR LEADING THE WDRKSHOPS

1. Use your own language for explaining the workshop information. Read
through the workshop instructions before the workshop at least two
times. Make yourself notes on the outline. Reading material out of this
manual to the participants can really kill a workshop.

2. Before each part the workshop, prepare the participants by telling them
what you will be doing. At the end, summarize what you did. Think of
this general presentation plan:

--Tell them what you are going to say
--Say it
--Then tell them what you said

3. Keep the big picture in mind and frequently remind the participants of
the big picture. In other words, help them understand what the purpose of
BOHST is and how each workshop fits with that purpose.

4. People learn by doing. Get everyone involved. It will make the workshop
more interesting and more meaningful.

5. Preparation is liberation. Make sure you know your material and have
everything ready in advance. Review the summary of materials to be
prepared and gathered at the beginning of each workshop. Be over
prepared. Review the material in your head before the workshop.

6. Be enthusiastic and enjoy the workshop yourself.

7. Don't be afraid to repeat yourself. Research has shown that saying
something three times will help people remember it. Try to find
different ways to say the same thing.

I 4
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SAMPLE SCHEDULE FOR THE YEAR

This schedule is designed to give you an idea of when you would need to

implement major steps in the BOHST process in order to complete the process
within one school year.

SUGGESTED DATES ACTrVITY

1st or 2nd Week
of September

3rd or 4th .Week
of September

1st or 2nd Week
of October

3rd or 4th Week
of October

1st or 2nd Week
of November

3rd or 4th Week
of November

3rd or 4th Week
of November

Teacher Workshop: INTRODUCTION TO BOHST AND
DETECTIVE THINKING W3RKSHOP.

Follow-up observations and consultations for
detective activities.

Teacher Workshop: INVENTOR THINKING

Follow-up observations and consultations
for inventor activities.

Teacher Workshop: JUDGE THINKING

Follow-up observations and consultations
for judge activities.

General Programming Workshop for All Head Start Parents:
DETECTIVE, INVENTOR, AND JUDGE THINKING FOR THE HOME.

1st or 2nd Week Teacher Workshop: TALENT IDENTIFICATION
of December

2nd or 3rd Week Follow-up observations of children and Talent Staffing.
of December

2nd or 3rd Week Teacher Workshop: TALENT PROGRAMMING
of January

3rd or 4th Week
of January

1st or 2nd Week
of February

Follow-up observations and consultations
for talent activities.

Workshop for Parents of the Identified Children:
TALENT PROGRAMMING FOR THE HOME.

3rd or 4th Week TEP (Talent Education Plan) Meetings
oE February

1st or 2nd Week Teacher Workshop: CLASSROOM ENVIRONMENT
of March

3rd or 4th Week Follow-up observations and consultations
of March on the classroom environment.

5



Sample Forms

Included in this section are sample forms which
are used repeatedly throughout the training process

Workshop Evaluation

Observation/Consultation Sign-Up Sheet

Observation/Consultation Evaluation

Reminder Cards

Trainer Competencies for Workshop Presentations:
Evaluation Form

Trainer Competencies for Consultations:
Evaluation Form

.1 6



WORKSHOP EVALUATION

Date:

Name of Workshop:

Check one: Teacher Paraprofessional Coordinator

Visitor Other (Specify)

1. The main objective for this workshop was:

2. The training materials and activities presented that proved most useful are:

3. The training materials and activities presented that proved least useful are:

4. The information presented
was very relevant to my
needs.

1-

ilLyiup 1_Agree
Strongly

5 4

Disagree
Strongly
Disagree

2 1

5. The BOHST trainer was
very helpful in adapting
materials and procedures
for my use.

Strongly
Agree

5

Agree

4

Disagree
Strongly
Disagree

3 2 1

6. Specifically, how could the presentation have been improved?

7. As a result of this workshop, what information will you be able to use
and how?



OBSERVATION/CONSULTATION SIGN UP SHEET

Please write your name in two open spaces to indicate; (1) When you would like me to observe in your classroom And

(2) When you are available for a follow-up consultation.

Week of

H T W T F

8:00

8:30

9:00

9:30

10100

10:30

11:00

11:30

12:00

12:30

1:00

1:30

2:00

2:30

3:00

3:30

4:00

4:30

Other

18
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Teacher:

Observer:

OBSERVATION/CONSULTATION

Evaluation

Type of activity observed:

Date:

1. The suggestions made by the BOHST trainer concerning my classroom
wcre very helpful.

Strongly Strongly
Agree 5 4 3 2 1 Disagree

2. The BOHST trainer was very helpful in adapting BOHST materials for
my use.

Strongly Strongly
Agree 5 4 3 2 1 Disagree

3. The BOHST activity was appropriate for my classroom.
Strongly Strongly
Agree 5 4 3 2 1 Disagree

4. What was the most helpful part of this consultation?

5. What was the least helpful part of this consultation?



REMINDER

for

(teacherrs me)

Classroom Observation

Activity or child

to be observed

Date

Time

Eattlli Consultation

Date,

Time
Plaswilmilmolmonnimmoweirimanotrounarsiom

Next Workshop

Date

Tiat

Place

(1:1

REMINDER

for

(teacher's name)

Classroom +Nervation

Activity or child

to be observed

Date

Follow-Up Consultatioh

Date

Tine

OksiliewmEPoommommOmpummomellimirwma

Next Workshop

Date

Time

Place

REMINDER

tor

1.-74c17=m1)

Classroom Observation

Activity or child

to be observed

Date

Tine

Follow-Up Consultation

Date

Tine
AVOW

Next Workshop

Date

Time

Place
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TRAINER COMPETENCIES FOR WORKSHOP PRESENTATIONS

Evaluation Form

SKILLS OBSERVED COMMENTS OR SUGGESTIONS

i. PREPARATION:

- -Set up room so

participants could see
and hear

--Set up needed equipment
before the works4op

--Prepared handouts and
other materials before
the workshop

--Showed familiarity with
workshop activities

2. ORGANIZATION:

- -Had all needed materials

readily available

- -Organized materials in
order of presentation

- -Presented information
in a well-organized
mdnner

OVERALL PRESENTATION:

--Maintained participants'
interest

- -Was enthusiastic

--Responded to and
encouraged questions

--Showed overall
krowledge of program

--Clearly explained
information 23



TRAINER COMPETENCIES FOR CONSULTATIONS

Evaluation forz

AILLS OBSERVED COMMENTS OR SUGGESTIONS

1. ORGANIZATION:

--Kept appointment

--Arrived on time

--Brought needed materia1s
i.e. observation notes

--Ended appointment on
schedule

2. COMMUNICATION:

--Gave positive feedback

--Stated suggestions
clearly

--Responded to and
encouraged questions



TEACHER WORKSHOPS

Introduction to BOHST and Detective Thinking . 10

Workshop

inventor Thinking Workshop 21

Judge Thinking Workshop . . 30

Talent Identification Workshop 38

Talent Programming Workshop 48

Environment Workshop . . . 57
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Introduction to BOHST

anc

Detective Thinking Workshop
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INTRODUCTION TO BOHST AND DETECTIVE THINKING WORKSHOP

OVERVIEW OF THE WORKSHOP

I. GETTING STARTED

II. OVERVIEW OF BOHST

III. ADULT DETECTIVE THINKING ACTIVITY

(V. MODEL DETECTrVE LESSON FOR CHILDREN

DELORES'S STORY (10 MINUTES)
ROLE PLAY (15 MINUTES)
DISCUSSION (5 MINUTES)

V. INTRODUCING GENERAL PROGRAMMING

VC. SCHEDULING OBSERVATION/CONSULTATION TIMES

VII. WRAP-UP

SUMMARY OF MATERIALS TO BE PREPARED AND GATHERED:

5 MINUTES

15 MINUTES

15 MINUTES

30 MINUTES

10 MINUTES

10 MINUTES

5 MINUTES

1. DETECTIVE BADGE NAME TAGS FOR EACH PERSON AND FELT TIP PEN
2. CHART OF THE STEPS IN THE BORST PROCESS ON A POSTER, CHALKBOARD, OR OVERHEAD
3. OVERHEAD PROJECTOR AND SCREEN (OPTIONAL)
4. COPIES OF THE WORKSHOP SCHEDULE FOR THE YEAR
5. MEDIUM-SIZED CARDBOARD BOX WITH TREAT INSIDE
6. STORY OF DELORES DETECTrVE AND COLORED POSTER OF DELORES
7. THE MODEL DETECTIVE LESSON AND THE MATERIALS NEEDED FOR IT
8. COPIES OF THE OBSERVATION FORM FOR DETECTrVE LESSONS
9. COPIES OF THE BORST GENERAL PROGRAMMING MANUAL FOR EACH PERSON
10. SIGN-UP SHEETi FOR OBSERVATIONS AND CONSULTATIONS
11. REMINDER CARDS
12. WORKSHOPS EVALUATION FORMS

PREPARATION CHECKLIST FOR DETECTIVE WORKSHOP:

EVERYONE NOTIFIED OF TIME AND PLACE?
ROOM SET UP WITH CHAIRS, TABLES, LIGHT, HEAT, ETC?
ALL MATEREALS GATHERED?
READ INFORMATION TO BE PRESENTED?
REREAD INFORMATION TO BE PRESENTED?
REVIEVED ADULT ACTrVITY TO BE PRESENTED?
REVIEVED CHILD ACTrVITY TO BE PRESENTED?
PRACTICED WHOLE WORKSHOP?

YES TO ALL? THEN YOU ARE READY!!!

27
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BOHST INTRODUCTION AND DETECTIVE THINKING WORKSHOP

INSTRUCTIONS TO niE BOHST TRAINER

Before the Workshop

PURPOSE

The purpose of this workuhop is two-fold: to help teachers understand the
overall structure of the BOHST project and to prepare them to begin the first
part of general programming which involves detective thinking. Teachers will
havu an easier time using the BOHST materials if they understand the reasoning
behind the different parts of the BOHST Program . By intr,lucing the detective
lessons from the general curriculum, you will also be giving the teachers a good
taste of how BOHST will enrich their teaching.

GETTING READY

Your job in leading this workshop includes the following:

I. Reading through these instructions at least twice and becoming familiar with
the supplemental materials.

2. Reading through the Model Detective Lesson and the checklist of Teaching
Skills for Detective Lessons several times. Practice the activity. Make sure
you are able to demonstrate the model detective activity using all the skills
on the teaching checklist.

3. Preparing the following MATERIALS:

For the workshop in general:

- Name tag badges and pins--photocopy or ditto the sample Detective Badges
provided. Cut out one for each person attending the workshop.

- Felt tip pen to write names.

For the introduction to BOHST:

- Chart of the steps in the BOHST process--use a chalkboard, an overhead, or
poster to make a large chart of the sample model (included at the end of
this workshop).

BOHST workshop schedule for the year (a sample schedule is included at the
end of this workshop--you will need to prepare your own schedule with
specific dates indicated for each workshop).

For the adult activity:

- A medium-sized cardboard box with a lid.
- One or more donuts per person placed in the box as your mystery surprise.
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jarti,.22.2....oleip.....ja of the Model Detective Lesson for children:

- The atory about Delorue Detective (in your General Programming manual).
- A colored poster of Delores Detective (a black and white pouter which can

be colored is included in your General Programming manual).
- The Model Detective Lennon (in your General Programming manual).
- Copies of tho Observation Form for Detective Thinking.
- Materials for the Modal Detective Lesson for children (pick any five of the

following):

plastic shovel and pail toy airplane
watering can hairbrush
unblown balloon blocks
paint brush doll
pair of mittens cup
towel ball
salt and pepper shakers squirt gun
crayon shoe
rolling pin belt
potato masher or peeler small pillow

For the introduction to general programming:

- Copies of the BORST General Programming manual--one for each participant
and for yourself.

For scheduling observations and consultations:

- Copies of the Observation/Consultation Sign-Up Sheet indicating available
dates and times (a sample Observation/Consultation Sign-Up Sheet is
included with the forms in the Administrative section of this manual).

- Reminder Cards for the participants (sample Reminder Cards are included
with the forms in the Administrative section of this manual).

For wrap-up:

- A Workshop Evaluation form for each participant.
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At the Workehop

I. GETTING STARTED

13

Ap_peopla arrive

Give all the participants detective badge nametngo and have them print their
namea on them.

When people are seated

If everyone does not know everyone else, take time for introductiona. Be sure to
introduce yourself.

Explain that the workshop will have two parts. In the first part you will be
telling the participants about the BOHST project in general and will give them a
chance to ask questions about how the whole year will work.

In the second part, the participants will be trying an adult activity to see how
well their own detective powers work and to learn how to teach detective
activities to children. They will also have a chance to observe you during a
role play of a detective lesson and to use a checklist of skills important to
teaching detective activities.

At the end of the workshop, each teacher will schedule:

--a time for you to come nnd watch a detective activity in the classroom
--and a time to discuss the activity.

Before going on, ask if anyone has any questions about today's workshop.

II. OVERVIEW OF BOHST--THE BIG PICTURE

Explain that you are going to spend 10 or 15 minutes giving everyone some
general information about BOHST and what the training will look like over the
year. Put up the chart that outlines the overall structure of the BOHST
project.

Here is a list of the information to be shared:

1. BOHST stands for Bringing Out Head Start Talents and was developed at the
University of Illinois through a grant from the Administration for Children,
Youth and Families. Dr. Merle B. Karnes was the director of this project
during the 1984-1985 school year, and since then the materials from this
project have been sent to Head Start programs all over the country. The
BOHST project has been designed specifically for Head Start teachers,
children, and parents.

2. The major purpose of the BOHST project is to help the Head Start programs
identify and work with children who have potential talents or gifts. By
participating in BOHST, teachers can expect the following benefits:

--learning to look at all children in more positive ways
--working with all the children to develop their thinking skills
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--learning a nyhtom of ((electing children with potential talenta
--working with the ("elected children to develop that talent area
--hawing an opportunity to work with went(' to enhance all chtldren'e

thinking nkille and the talent(' of the identified children.

3. BOUT has three major parte: general programming, identfficntion, and talent
programming. Perent participation Le en important pert in each of these
steps.

4. The first; part, called general programming, is designed for all Head Start
children. The purpose of general programming ia to give all the children A

chance to develop and demonstrate their talents as well as to practice
important higher level thinking skills. The first three workshops, including
this one, will involve training in general programming. Each of the general
programming workshops focuses on a different type of higher level thinking
skill. After each of these workshops, the trainer will be observing each
teacher to see how they are doing with teaching the materials. In addition,
the trainer will schedule a conference with each teacher to talk about the
observation and co answer any questions the teacher may have about this
segment of the program.

A workshop on general programming will also be presented to all the parents
of the Head Start children. Either you, the teacher, or a parent
coordinator will present the workshop. Each parent will receive a general
programming activity booklet to use in the home.

5. Identification is the second major part of the BOHST process. Head Start
teachers, along with Heed Start parents, will be asked to provide
information with which to identify those children who have possible talents
in one of the nine areas. The teachers will attend one workshop on
identification, complete a Teacher Checklist about the children in their
classroom, distribute and score a checklist from each parent, and meet for a
Talent Staffing with you and any appropriate ancillary staff members. Prior
to the Talent Staffing, you will observe the children with potential talent
in the classroom. These children will be,discussed at the staffing where a
final determination will be made of which children are identified.

6. The third major part of the BOHST program is called talent programming.
After the children are identified, the teachers will receive training in how
to work with the potentially talented children. Two workshops are involved
in talent programming--one focuses on implementing the talent curriculum,
and one focuses on the classroom environment. After each workshop each
teacher will be observed and will meet with you to discuss the observations.
In addition, you will meet with each teacher to assist them in developing an
individual Talent Education Plan (TEP) for each identified child.

In addition, the parents of the identified children will receive training in
working with their children and will be given booklets of materials to do
with their children at home. Again, this parent workshop will be presented
by you, the teacher, or a coordinator.

7. To assist with the identified child's transition to public school, the
teachers will complete a form on each identified child at the end of the
year. These forms will be forwarded to the public school that each child
will be attending the next year.
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Ennenttolly that'a the big picture. 8umeri:4e the following important pointa
for the tenchera to rememberl

--there are three main porta to the ROUST programgeneral programming,
identification, and talent programming.

--the teachern will be attending nix workohopn.
--each teacher will be obnerved nix time throughout the year and will meet
with the trainer after each obnervation (one of these obnervationaafter
the Talent Identification workshop--will focus on the potentially talented
children, not the teacher).

--additional meetingo with the trainer will be scheduled to discunn the
final identification of the talented children (Talent staffing) and to
plan an individual TEN for each identifild child.

Stop and ask if anyone has any quentiono about what they will be doing during
this ROUST training year. Distribute copien of the workshop schedule for the
year.

LIE. ADULT DETECTIVE THINKING ACTWITY

Introduction

Expinin that the remainder of this workshop will focus on detective thinking,
the first kind of higher level thinking emphasized in general programming. The
participants will have a chance to try out their detective skills and to learn
how to introduce detective thinking to children. Then they will either
participate in or observe a roleplay of a detective activity for children.

Give the teachers the following information about detective thinking before
beginning the adult activity:

1. Detective thinking involves paying attehcion to clues nnd then coming up with
the one right answer. Detective thinking is also called convergent
productive thinking in J.P. Guilford's Structure of the Intellect model,
which is where all three kinds of thinking covered in general programming are
taken. It is called detective thinkingbecause that is easier to remember
and because a detective might do this kind of thinking as part of his or her
job.

2. Detective thinking is often used in school. Examples of this kind of
thinking are answering riddles, decoding an unknown word, and solving a story
problem in math. Detective thinking involves coming up with the one right
answer.

3. In BOHST, a story and a poster of a detective character, named Delcres
Detective, are used to introduce this kind of thinking to the children. Put
up the poster of Delores. Note that a story and a poster are also used to
introduce the two other kinds of thinking that are a part of general
programming.

The Activity Itself

Tell the participants that they are going to be involved in a detective activity
that is geared for adults. Point out why you are having the participants do
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thin--by trying out a detective activity, the toachern will get en idea of how
thinking like a detective fettle. Tell them that thin activity involved working
togother an a group to guano 004 is inside 4 my4tory box.

Below in nn outline of directions for lending the adult do.ective activity:

1. Take out the mystery box with the surprise treate inside.

2. Dencribe the activity:

- This in 0 game to guesa whet to in the box.
- They may only ask for clues or information about whatee inside the box.
- They can only ask yea/no questions.
- They cannot guess what is in the box until the end.

1. Begin the activity:

- Give the first ctue--"It fits in the box."
- Encourage everyone to oak questions that give them clime as to what's

inside (Is it soft? Do you use it in the kitchen? Is it made of metal?)
- If people offer guesses of what it is, remind them to only ask for clues.
- Remind them to only ask questiona that can be answered by "yes" or

4. After everyone has had at least one chance to nak for a clue, give the
participants a chance to guess what in in the box.

- Have everyone jot down their guess on the corner of their notepad.
- Have everyone read their guess aloud.
- Open the box and show them the nurprise treat.
- Share the treat with everyone.

Discussion

Ask the teachers to talk about the kind of thinking they used in the activity.
Point out that they had several pieces of information and tried to put them
together to arrive at one right answer. Explain that the same kind of thin'ting
is required in the children's detective lessons. However, in order to gear the
activities to their level, the children are given the clues and need only to
guess the answer.

W. MODEL DETECTIVE LESSON FOR CHILDREN

Introduce the teachers to the detective thinking lessons for the children. Say,
"You have now had a chance to experience detective thinking through the mystery
box activity. Now let's look at the BOHST materials that you will be using in
teaching the children about detective thinking."

Hold up a copy of the manual, General Programming: Detective, Inventor, and
Judge Thinking. Show the teachers where the poster of Delores is kept in the
notebook. Point out that the story you are going to read is at the beginning of
the Detective Thinking section. Explain that the lesson you are going to role
play is the Model Detective Lesson. The other lessons in the detective section
are very similar to this lesson.
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Explain that the other two eectioneinvontor and judgg thinking--will he
dincuneed in other workuhopn.

Tell the participante that you will he giving them eoplee of thin whole
curriculum before the end of the workohop.

Deloreti !icor

Before reeding the ntory about Deloren, explain that the teachern will be uning
the story in their claneroom to introduce detective thinking to their children.
Each teacher will have a politer of Delores to color and one with the children.

Read the story with feeling. fine the hand geeturee to put on the hedge and turn
up your collar. IWO the teachern une these geetures too.

Expinin the reanon why the story and the character are importantthe story
introduces the Wen of thinking like a detective, By identifying with Delores,
the children will know how a good detective works. The hand gesture cues the
children about whet le expectedthat now it io time to think like 4 detective.

Lech time the children do one of these activitien, the teacher should introduce
it an a detective lesson. In thin way, the teacher and the children will have
the same label for this kind of thinking.

Role Play of the Detective Activity

Hand oet a copy of the OBSERVATION FORM FOR DETECTrVE LESSONS to each
participant. Point out that this form, with teaching hints included, and is
elao found in the General Programming manual that they will soon receive. Go
over the skills on this list. Tell them again that this is what you will be
observing when you come to visit. Explain that you want them to use this list
to watch you teach the model lenson. Suggest that they mark down examples of
each skill an they observe.

You will be teaching the model detective activity to a group of three teachers
who have volunteered to play the children. The rent of the participants will be
watching and using the observation form.

Ask for three volunteers to play the children. Have them come to the front and
sit in chairs facing you.

Take out the materials you need for thin activity. These materials are listed in
the General Programming manual and are repeated in the materials list for this
workshop.

Teach the model detective activity, following the directions in the General
Programming manual. Use a lot of enthusiasm and treat the volunteers as you
would children. Make sure to do all the things on the list of teaching skills
that the teachers are using to observe you.

Discussion

Go back over the Observation form for Detective Lessons. Ask the teachers to
give examples for each of the skills listed. Ask them if there are any that you
missed. Indicate how you might improve your teaching of this kind of activity
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the next time.

Atik the tonchere to pet 4 titer next to the skill thug feel will be the Odsi@dt
for them to do.

Ask the teechere to put 4 square next to the AM they feel will be the hardest
for themeelvee to do.

V. INTRODUCING THE GENERAL PROGRAMMING MANUAL

Give the participante 4 copy of the manual, GENERAL PROGRAMMING; DETECTVVE,
INVENTOR, AND JUDGE THINKING ACTIVITIES. Give them a chance to look through it.
Point out the following features;

1. The menual is divided into three parte. The firet part contains the detective
activitiee; the second part includes the inventor activities; and the lent
eection contains the judge activities.

2. At the beginning of the Detective Section of the General Programming =mil,
there is an introduction that they nhould read. There in also a copy of the
form, Teaching Skills for Detective Leanne, which they used during the role
play, only this version includes hints for applying the teaching skills.

3. On the next page in the manual is the etory about Delores Detective for them
to share with the children. The picture of Delores is included in the pocket
at the end of the section. They should color this picture before rending the
story to the children.

4. Now have the participants look at the lessons themselves. Point out that all
the leenons in ench suction follow the same outline en the model lesson.
Once they are comfortable with one detective lesson, the others will be easy
to do.

S. Explain that the steps are on the left side and more detailed information is
on the right. The words in italics are the words to say to the children.

6. Explain that it's a good idea to read a lesson over two or three times before
teaching it, although the teachers don't h4ve to memorize the lemon. They
may want to have the book in front of them while they are teaching to help
remind them what to do and say. Of cJurse, they should use their own words
and style of teaching.

7. Since the participants have only looked at and discussed the detective
activities, they will need to bring the General Programming manual to the
next two workshops, which will cover inventor and judge thinking,
respectively.

VI. SCHEDULING OBSERVATION/CONSULTATION TIMES

Pass around the OBSERVATION/CONSULTATION SIGN-UP SHEET. Make sure that you have
indicated the days and times that you are available. (You could cross out any
time you are not available or circle with colored marker times that you are
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evallnble.) 04Y0 edch teacher chowse a time both for you to come end observe
aed tor 4 half-hour conoultetion. If poanible, the teechere shoold eign op for
4 conference on the 44144 44y 44 y94r obsereatton,

Make o4r4 they underatand what you will he watching and doing-

-They may pick any detective activity for you to watch.
--You will be *ming the name obeervation ellen that they uned during the
workohop.

--Afterwardo yoe and the teacher will he diecunning how it went 44d 494$0 W4y4 to
improve during the coneultation.

Give each teacher a REMINDER CARD to complete and take with them. (Sample
Reminder Garda are included in the Adminiatrative nection o( thin manual).

YIT0 WAP-DP

Before ending, go back over what you have done--

--The participanta heard about the BORST project and how it will work over the
whole year, including els Wcher workahopa, four or five el/tearoom
obnervationn and conaultationa, and two additional meetings (i.e., Talent
Staf(ing and TEP meeting).

--They tried their hand at a detective activity to get an idea of how detective
thinking feels.

--They heard 4 otory about Delores Detective and learned the hand movement Ow
4404.

--They saw a role play of a detective lesnon and had 4 chance to observe using
the Observation Form for Detective Lessons.

--They had a chance to look through the General Programming manual.

--They each get 4n appointment with you to come and observe them teaching a
detective lesson. They will be meeting with you afterwards to discuss how it
went

Distribute the WORKSHOP EVALUATION forms (a sample Workshop Evaluation form is
included in the Administrative section of this manual). Ask the participants to
complete and return the forms before they leave.
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After the Oetecttve Wurkshop

I. Visit each of the t7Achero 4t the time for which they eigood up, Try to
arrive Argot five minotes early eod oak for 4 space io the foqm from whIgh
you wtil be able to 4it 40,1 W41c11 Without disturbing the group.

2. Teke the following Iteme to the oboervationt

--the GRNKRAL PROGRAMMINO $40441
--an 0113KINATION FORM PUR UKTRGTIVP, LKONON3

--an OBURVATION/COMIULTATION UVALUATION form (a eaople evaloetion form to
incloded in (he Adminietrative oection of this manual),

1. While watching the teacher, fill out the Oboervation Form. Neon on writing
down what tho teacher is doing welt. Add specific comments and examples. if

the teacher to having difficulty with a skill write down 40410 ouggestions.

4. Remind the teacher dhout the conoultation before you leave the 04401'00m.
Thank the teacher for letting you watch and day something positive ehoot what
you 44W.

S. At the conooltation, ohare the information on your Observation Form for
nOtOctWO L444000. Giv0 the teacher 4 copy of your observation.

6. Remind the teacher about date, place, and time of the Inventor Thinking
Workshop. Waco sure the teacher knows to bring the General Programming manual
to the workshop.

7. At tho ond of the consultation, ask the teacher to complete and return to you
an ORSERVATION/CONSULTATION OVALUATION form.
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Introduction to BOHST and
Detective Thinking Workshop

Overheads and Handouts

"Detective Badge Nametags

*Sample BOHST Workshop Schedule

"Steps in the BOHST Process

'Observation Form for Detective Lessons
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SAMPLE CHART

STEPS IN THE BOHST PROCESS

STEP 1: GENERAL PROGRAMMING

- DETECTIVE THINKING (CONVERGENT)
- INVENTOR THINKING (DIVERGENT)
- JUDGE THINKING (EVALUATIVE)

STEP 2: TALENT IDENTIFICATION

- TEACHER CHECKLIST
- PARENT CHECKLIST
- TALENT STAFFING

STEP 3: TALENT PROGRAMMING

- ASSESSMENT RECORD
- TALENT ACTIVITIES
- TALENT EDUCATION PLAN
- END-OF-THE-YEAR TALENT REPORT
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Date:

Activity:

OBSERVATION FORM FOR DETECTIVE LESSONS

Teacher:

Observer:

Skills Observed Comments and/or Suggestions

1. Gather all necessary materials
before beginning.

2. Use materials that are familiar to
the children.

3. Set the activity up so all can see
and hear.

4. Present the activity with interest
and enthusiasm.

5. Use a "buzz phrase" so the children
know what's expected of them.

6. Give a general clue first; give
more specific clues as needed.

7. Give the children time to think
about each clue.

8. Praise the child for the correct
answer.

9. Acknowledge a thoughtful response
even if it is incorrect.

10. Encourage the child to wait until
called on to answer.

11. Adjust to individual children's
varied abilities throughout the
lesson.

12. Get the children directly involved
whenever possible.
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Inventor Thinking Workshop
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INVENTOR THINKING WORKSHOP

OVERVIEW OF THE W3RKSHOP

I. GETTING STARTED

II. ADULT INVENTOR THINKING ACTIVITY

III. MODEL INVENTOR LESSON FOR CHILDREN

IVAN'S STORY ( 5 MINUTES)
ROLE PLAY (15 MINUTES)
DISCUSSION (10 MINUTES)

5 MINUTES

30 MINUTES

30 MINUTES

EV. SCHEDULING OBSERVATION/CONSULTATION TIMES 10 MINUTES

V. WRAP-UP 10 MINUTES

SUMMARY OF MATERIALS TO BE PREPARED AND GATHERED:

1. CHART OF THE STEPS IN THE BOHST PROCESS
2. ONE UTENSIL FOR EACH SMALL GROUP
3. LARGE PAPER AND MARKER FOR EACH SMALL GROUP
4. RULES OF BRAINSTORMING HANDOUTS
5. ASPECTS OF CREATIVITY HANDOUTS
6. OVERHEAD PRQJECTOR AND SCREEN
7. WERHEAD ON ASPECTS OF CREATIVITY
8. STORY OF IVAN AND COLORED POSTER OF IVAN
9, OBSERVATION FORMS FOR INVENTOR LESSONS
10. THE MODEL INVENTOR LESSON AND THE MATERIALS NEEDED FOR IT
11. SIGN-UP SHEET FOR OBSEg/ATIONS AND CONSULTATIONS
12. REMINDER CARDS
13. W3RKSHOP EVALUATION FORMS
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INVENTOR THINKING WRKSHOP

INSTRUCTIONS TO THE BOHST TRAINER

Before the Workshop

PURPOSE

The purpose of this workshop is to prepare the teachers to implement the
second part of BOHST General Programming--inventor thinking. By practicing
inventor thinking themselves and learning about the different aspects of
creativity, the teachers will better understand what inventor thinking is.

GETTING READY

Your job in leading this workshop includes the following:

1. Reading through these instructions at least twice and becoming familiar with
the supplemental materials.

2. Practicing the Model Inventor Lesson so that you are able to demonstrate all
the skills listed on the Teaching Skills for Inventor Lessons (found at
beginning of the Inventor section of the General Programming manual).

3. Preparing the following MATERIALS:

For the getting started section

Chart of the steps in the BOHST process (the chalkboard, overhead, or
poster used in the first workshop).

For the adult inventor thinking activity:

An interesting utensil (enough duplicates so each small group can have one,
if possible).

Large piece of paper and marker for each small group.
Rules of Brainstorming handout, one for each participant.
Aspects of Creativity handout, one for each participant.
Overhead projector and screen plus the overheads on the Aspects of
Creativity.

For the role play of the Model Inventor Lesson for children:

The story about Ivan Inventor (from the General Programming manual).
A colored poster of Ivan Inventor (a black and white poster which can be
colored is included in the General Programming manual).
Copies of the Observation Form for Inventor Lessons, one for each
participant.
The Model Inventor Lesson (from the General Programming manual).
Materials for the Model Inventor Lesson--a familiar object and a chalkboard
and chalk or large paper and marker.
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For scheduling observations/consultations:

- Copies of the Observation/Consultation Sign-Up Sheet indicating available
dates and times (a sample form is included in this manual).

- Reminder Cards for the participants (sample cards are included in this
manual).

For wrap-up Section:

- A Wbrkshop Evaluation form for each participant.

4 6
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At the WOrkshop

I. GETTING STARTED

Briefly review what you talked about in the first workshop--the overview of the
BOHST process and the first segment of General Programming, detective thinking.
Put up the chart of the BOHST process so people can again see how it all fits
together. Point out on the chart what the participants have learned about so
far (detective thinking) and what they will be learning about at this workshop
(inventor thinking).

Tell about some of the positive things you saw when you observed detective
lessons in the classrooms. Discuss any general problems or concerns.

Explain that this workshop will be similar to the detective thinking portion of
the first workshop, only the focus will be on inventor thinking. The teachers
will be trying out an adult inventor activity and will be learning how to teach
inventor thinking to children. You will be roleplaying an inventor lesson for
children while the teachers observe using a checklist of teaching skills for
inventor lessons. At the end of the workshop you will be setting up appointments
both to observe each teacher presenting an inventor lesson and to discuss your
observations and suggestions.

II. ADULT INVENTOR THINKING ACTIVITY

Introduction

Before you begin the adult activity, give the teachers the following information
about inventor thinking:

1. Inventor thinking is also called divergent productive thinking in J.P.
Guilford's Structure of the Intellect model. It is quite different from
detective thinking. In detective thinking, one puts together information to
come up with the right answer. In inventor thinking, there is no one right
answer; instead one thinks of a great number of possible solutions or ideas.

2. Inventor thinking is closely tied to creativity and involves stretching the
imagination to think of even wild or far-out ideas. It is the kind of
thinking an inventor might use to come up with a new idea or product. The
character, Ivan Inventor, and a story about him are used to introduce this
type of thinking to the children.

3. Inventor thinking is an important skill for children (or adults) to develop.
In order to solve problems successfully we must first be able to brainstorm
or think up a great number of possible solutions or ideas. The more ideas we
generate the more likely we are to come up with a workable solution. Solving
our own problems also contributes to a feeling ot independence and
self-confidence.

4 7
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The Activity Itself

Explain to the participants that you want them to be inventors in the next
activity and so some brainstorming. Before beginning tbe activity, distribute
the handout on RULES OF BRAINSTORMING and review each rule. Emphasize that the
goal of brainstorming is to really streteth the imagination and to come up withh
all the ideas one can, no matter how crazy or wild.

Below is an outline of the directions for leading the adult inventor activity:

1. Take out the materials for the adult inventor thinking activity: an
interesting tool or utensil (preferably enough duplicates so each group can
have one), large paper and marker for each group.

2. Have the participants divide into small groups of 3-5 people. Give one
person in each group a large sheet of paper and a marker--he/she will be the
recorder for the group's ideas.

3. Introduce the activity by explaining to the participants that you want them
to try some inventing or brainstorming. Have them pretend to be visitors
from another planet. During their visit, they come across this strange
object (hold up the utensil). Since they have never seen one before, you
want them to come up with as many uses for the object as they can. Encourage
creativity and originality. Stress to the recorder that their job is to
write down every idea given by their group without judging.

4. If you have eaGagh duplicates, give an object to each group; otherwise let
them pass the object around from group to group. Give the groups five
minutes to brainstorm, then tell them to stop.

5. Compare the number of responses that each group produced. "The number of
ideas you came up with is a measure of how fluent you are. Fluency, or the
ability to come up with a large number of ideas, is an important aspect of
creativity."

6. "Now T want you to stretch your imaginations even further. I'll give you two
more minutes to invent even more uses for the object." Have each group
continue recording ideas for two minutes, then ask them to stop.

7. Ask each recorder to read aloud their group's entire list of ideas. Have the
other groups check off their list any ideas that they have in common. "All
the ideas not crossed off are the truly unique ideas, the ones that no one
else thought of. These are the original ideas. Originality is another
important aspect of creativity."

8. "Another aspect of creativity is flexibility . To check your group's
flexibility, you need to look at how many different categories your ideas
fall into." You could have each group informally review their list for
categories or write a list of categories on the chalkboard and have them
count the number of categories represented by their ideas.

Some sample categories you might include are these: tool, cooking utensil,
food, decoration, cleaning device, jewelry, imaginary item, musical
instrument, sports equipment, toy, weapon, household tool, furniture, or
groomirig item.
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9. "A final characteristic of creativity is elaboration or adding detail to an
idea or product. There is no way to measure elaboration in this activity,
but you may have noticed that some people in your group simply stated their
ideas, whereas others gave detailed descriptions of what their idea might
look like or how it might work. That would be an example of elaboration.

Discussion

Praise the teachers for their efforts as inventors.

Ask the teachers to talk about the kind of thinking they used in this activity.

Discuss how inventor thinking is different from the kind of thinking they
practiced at the detective thinking workshop. Point out that in contrast to
detective thinking, which involves putting together several pieces of
information to arrive at a right answer, inventor thinking involves broadening
the imagination and thinking of alternate possibilities.

Review the four aspects of creativity, using the overheads on ASPECTS,OF
CREATrVITY. Distribute the handout on ASPECTS OF CREATPVITY. Emphasize that
one aspect of creativity is not better than another, just different. As
teachers it is important that we encourage the development of all aspects of
creativity.

III. MODEL INVENTOR LESSON FOR CHILDREN

"Now that you have had a chance to practice inventor thinking, we're going to
look at the BOHST materials for teaching children about this same kind of
thinking."

Have the participants turn to the Inventor Thinking section of the General
Programming manual.

Explain to the teachers that like the detective thinking section, this section
on inventor thinking includes a brief introduction, a story and poster about the
mascot character (Ivan Inventor), a checklist of teaching skills, a model
lesson, and nine additional lessons to do with the children in the classroom.

Explain that in order for the teachers to become more familiar with inventor
thinking and to learn more about how to present inventor lessons, they will
listen to the story about Ivan Inventor, then role play an inventor activity.

Ivan Inventor's Story

Tell the teachers that they will be using this same story to introduce Ivan
Inventor to the children in their classroom. Also included is a poster of Ivan
which they can color and use along with the story.

Read the story with feeling. Use the hand gestures indicated in the story and
have the teachers use the gestures, too.

Explain that as with detective thinking, the story and the character are
important to introducing the idea of inventor thinking. The story helps the
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children learn about what an inventor does. The hand gestures cue the children
into what type of thinking is expected of them.

Each time the children do one of these activities, the teacher should introduce
it as an inventor lesson and show the children the poster of Ivan Inventor. In
this way, both the teacher and the children will have the same Label for this
kind of thinking.

Roleplay the Nadel Inventor Lesson

1. Hand out a copy of the OBSERVATION SORH FOR INVENTOR LESSONS to each
participant. Point out that this same form, including some additional hints,
is included in the General Programming manual. Tell the teachers again that
this is the form you will use when observing their inventor lesson in the
classroom. Explain that you want the teachers to use this form when they
watch you teach the model lesson.

2. Ask for three volunteers to play the children. Have them come to the front
and sit in chairs facing you.

3. Teach the Model Inventor Lesson, following the directions in the General
Programming manual. Make sure to demonstrate all the skills on the
Observation Form for Inventor Lessons.

Discussion

Review the observation form again, asking the teachers to give examples for each
of the skills listed. Discuss any improvements that might be made in teaching
this lesson.

Ask the teachers to put a star next to the skill which they feel will be the
easiest for themselves to do.

Ask the teachers to put a square next to the skill which they feel will be the
hardest for themselves to do.

IV. SCHEDULING OBSERVATION/CONSULTATION TIMES

Explain that each teacher needs to schedule two appointments with you. One time
for you to come and observe them presenting an inventor lesson to their class
and another time for a conference to discuss the lesson. It is best if the
conference can be scheduled for the same day or soon after the observation. Pass
around the OBSERVATION/CONSULTATION SIGN UP SHEETS. Be sure that you have
indicated the days and times that you are available.

Make sure the teachers understand what you will be watching and doing--

--They may pick any inventor lesson for you to watch.
--You will be using the same Observation Form for Inventor Lessons that they

used during the workshop.
--At the conference you and the teacher will be discussing how the lesson went
and ways to improve it.

Give each teacher a REMINDER CARD to complete and take with them.
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V I. MAP-UP

Review what you did in this workshop--

--The teachers did some inventor thinking themselves by brainstorming possible
uses for an object.

--The teachers learned about the four aspects of creativity--fluency,
flexibility, originality, and elaboration.

--The teachers heard a story and learned the characteristic hand movement of
Ivan Inventor, the mascot for inventor thinking.

--Some teachers participated in a role play of the Model Inventor Lesson, while
some observed using the Observation Form for Inventor Lessons.

--The teachers each scheduled appointments for an observation and A consultation
about an inventor lesson.

Explain that the next workshop will focus on judge thinking, the last type of
higher-level thinking emphasized in General Programming. Remind the teachers to
again bring their General Programming manuals to the workshop.

Answer any questions people may 'hoot this workshop or the next.

Distribute the WORKSHOP EVALUATION forms. Ask the participants to complete and
return the evaluation before they leave.
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After the Inventor Workshop

I. Visit each of the teachers at the time for which they signed up. Try to
arrive about five minurns early and ask for a space in the room from which
you will be able to sit and watch without disturbing the group.

2. Take the following items to the observation:

--the GENERAL PROGRAMMING manual
--an OBSERVATION FORK FOR INVENTOR LESSONS
--an OBSERVATION/CONSULTATION @VALUATION form

3. While watching the teacher, fill out the Observation Form for Inventor
Lessons. Focus on writing down what the teacher is doing well. Add specific
comments and examples. If the teacher is having difficulty with a skill,
write down some suggestions.

4. Remind the teacher about the consultation before you leave the classroom.
Thank the teacher for letting you watch and say something positive about what
YOU Saw.

5. At the consultation, share with the teacher your comments on the Observation
Form for Inventor Lessons. Give the teacher a copy of your observations.

6. Remind the teacher about the date, place, and time of the.ludge Thinking
Workshop. Make sure the teacher knows to bring the General Programming manual
to the workshop,

7. At the end of the consultation, ask the teacher to complete and return to
you, an OBSERVATION/CONSULTATION EVALUATION form.
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Inventor Thinking Workshop
Overheads and Handouts

Rules of Brainstorming

Aspects of Creativity

Overheads of Aspects of Creativity 141

Observation Form for inventor Lessons
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RULES OF BRAINSTORMING

1. Record all ideas.

2. Wo criticism, discussLon, or evaluation is
allowed.

144 have a natural tendency to judge our own ideas ea
good or bad before writing or saying then became
others nay laugh or think ua stupid. Deferred
judgpeut of our own as well as others" ideas is
essential to the brainstorming process. Creative
thinking and evaluative thinking canner occur very
effectively together.

3. Funny or "far-out" ideas are welcomed.

The wilder the ideal, the better. It I. easier to
tame a wild idea than to "beef up" a conventional
one. Alio offbeat, impractical, or silly ideas nay
trigger a practical breakthrough idea from another
per SOO

4. "Hitch-hiking" or building on one another's
ideas is encouraged.

Remember that about one third of ell ideas ere based
on previous 0404.

Quantity is the goal..

The more Ideas which ere generated, the greater the
likelihood that useful, original Ideas will be pro-
duced.

r4



Aupecta of Creativity

These four aspects provide criteria for looking at creativity in children.
Encourage them to increaue their creativity by providing practice in all four
aspects.

1. FLUENCY is the ability to produce a large number of idea() in response
to a question or problem. Thin factor is very important because
it hao been shown repeatedly that the more ideas one can generate,
the more likely it iu that nn excellent, highly original idea will
be produced. Always encourage the children to think up as many
different ideas as they can; this ia by far the moot important
thing to stress in relation to these activities.

2. FLEXIBILITY is the ability to produce a wide variety of ideas. One
can be fluent without being flexible in thinking, so that many
ideas of the same sort are produced. The ability to oblft uncle
thinking from one category to another ia also very important in
creative thinking. Variety should be encouraged in these activ-
ities: stress that the children =aka nomuthing afferent than
they made before.

3. ORIGINALITY refers to the uniqueness of the ideas produced. Creative
solutions often demand unusual ideas, and one should always strive
to think of the unordinary. Ask the children to try to think of
ideas that no one else will think of.

4. ELABORATION is the ability to add great detail to an idea or a product.
This factor is important in the creation of original products and
ideas, but too much detail should not be stressed at the expense
of fluency in activities in which a large number of ideas are
called for.

Adapted April, 1982
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Date!
.--..e....+*.01*Nre.rrtmxw.MvratWra

Activityi

01fflERVATI0N FORM FOR INVROTOR LESSONS

Teacheri

Obtiorveri

.... . --. Skillo Observed Comment!I and/or Suggoxtiono

1.

2.

Gather al! neceNaary materiala
Wore beginning.

,-,r 71`,15, ^,F, '4.^ , , . 5,. 7,,^. ,..,

_____-----

, .7,.

_

_, _ .

Set activity Up 40 all Call tiVcf

and hear.

3.

----

--------

Present activity with interest
and enthunianm.

:

4. Utie a "In= phrase" 40 children
know what's expected of them.

. Lint all the ideas given on a
large sheet of paper or on the
chalkboard.

6. Listen to and accept all thought-
ful responses.

7. Avoid making value judgments.
Treat all responses equally.

8. Pause, read pack the list and
ask for additional responses.

9. Phrase questions in a different
way to encourage additional re-
ponses.

10. Ask for responses from a majority
of the class.

11. Ask for more information or de-
tail about responses given.

12. Summarize the class's accom-
plishments.
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Judge Thinking Workshop
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J Ma. THINKING IORKSII0P

(141:RV 1 KW OF ME WtHESHOP

GETTING STARTED

I ADULT Junta: THINK I NG ACT IV I TY

MODEL JUDGE LESSON FOR CHILDREN

Si U1,1 OS STORY
KOLE PLAY
OISGUSSIoN

(5 MINUTEs)
(I5 MIMES)
( It) MUTES)

!) MINUTES

30 MINUTES

30 HINUTVX

IV. SCHEDULING OBSERVATION/CONSULTATION TIMES 10 MINUTES

V. I.IRAP-UP It) MINUTES

SUMMARY OF MATKRIALS TO OE PREPARO GATHEKKO:

CHART OF DIE STEPS IN mE ROHST PROCESS
2. SNACK POSTER
3. NON-PERMANENT FELT MARKER
4. STORY OF JULIUS AND COLORED POSTER or JULIUS
5. OBSERVATION FORMS FOR JUDGE LESSONS
6. THE MODEL JUDGE LESSON AND THE MATERIALS NEEDED FOR IT
7. SIGN-UP SHEET FOR OBSERVATIONS AND CoNSULTATIONS
8. REMINDER CARDS
9. WRKSHOP LVM.UATION FORMS
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4110t2I t Tdilig1HU WORKOHOP

1NSTAUGtiON5 10 Tilt liONST 'MAMA

hefere the WIrkehop

rhe porposo of this workshop i4 to prepare the teachers to implement the third
aod fioal part of tho 1$04ST general progremming corricolom--judge thinking, ny
practiciog Judge thinking (hemsolvea 4114 learoing Moot the different aopects of
decinion making, the teachore will bettor ondersteod wit4t )odge thinklog I.

GETTING READY

Your lob in loading thin workshop includeld the following;

1, nendlog throogh those lestroctions at Iowa twico end becomiog familiar with
the sopplomootal materials,

2. Priwticing the Model< Judge Lesson no that you aro able to dem nntrato 411
the skills tinted on the Teaching Checklist for lodge Lessons (found at the
begioning of the Judge section of the General Programming manual).

1. Preparlog the following MATEKIALS:

Fo 'it_g2tilaultarted section:

.hart of the stops to the 4011ST process (from tho

For the adult judge t.hinkinLITalylas

-Snack poater (provided with the General Programming manual).
-Son-permanent felt marker.

For the role ylay of the Model Judge Leneon for children:

-The story about JuliusJudge (from the General Programming manual).
-Tbe colored poster of Julius Judge (a black and white poster which can be
colored is incloded in the General Programming manual).
-Copies of the Observation Form for Judge Leasons, one for each participant.
-The Model Judge Lesson (from the General Programming manual).
-Materials for the Model Judge Lesson--the pat poster (provided with the
General Programming manual) nod 4 non-permanent felt marker.

'trot workahop).

For scheduling observations and consultations:

-Copies of the Observation/Consultation Sign-Up Sheet indicating avnilnble
dates and times (a sample form is included in this manual).
-Reminder Cards for the participants (Sample Cards are included in this
manual).

For wrap-up section:

-A lorkshop Evaluation form for each participant.
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At (bp Wakohop

6ErtINO btAntED

Oriofiy review what yoo talked Montt in the fire( aed ooceed w(tkohopt (hp
overview of the MINT precoso and (bp flint and socood segmoeis of worel
programolog, detective end inventor thioking. Vet ep the chert of the bOiltif
procesn ao pc4ple cdu again see how it all tits together. Polo( Pot 00 the
chart what (hp partieipante have loatood taboo( 40 (4r4 40t0e.tiVO 4,511 Inventor
thinking, koview each typo of thioking, 0)41.01$ sore the participanta cleorly
oederstaod each. Detertivo thinking iovolvos potting together information Of
cluo4 Li) come op with ono right anewor, the kind of thtoking Doloroo Detective
does whoo oho looks for cleeo to solve 4 myatery. lovontor thinking involveo
brainotorming 44 many idoan or things ao p000ible. Thia is tho kind of thinktio;
the( Igoe inventor does when 40'n creating now thingo for his laboretory.

Telt about some of the positive illtud0 you o4u, when you oboorvod invoOtor
td4§004 PI the c144hr4Om42 Ask the teachers to 4W4r0 watt the group 4uy 4t0t4
Or prOU10m0 t hey Kid with prosontiog those lessono.

Explain (het (hie workehop will he oimiler to the detective aud iovontor
thinking portiono of the other workohopo, only the focuo will be on 4 third typo
of higher level thinking, jodge thinking. The teechero will be trying out an
Ado!. judge ectivity aod will he learning how to teach Judge thinking to
childree. You will be roleplaying 4 judge leenon for children whi)e the
teachero oboarve Losing 4 chockIttit of Leeching skills for Judge lessons. At the
end of the workshop you will again be setting up 4ppointmonts both to observe
each teacher prooenting 4 judge 10440n tuld to dl4etibb rNir Oh6Ofv4t1904 404
ouggo4tiou4.

II. ADULT AIME THINKING ACTIVITY

Introduction

Beton* You hodlo tho adolt Activity, give the teoehero the Ionowing Information
ahoot joke thinking:

1. Judge thinking involveo looking At specific considerations or criteria end
then selecting the bent option. Judge thinking in also called evaluative
thinking, in J.P. Guilford's Structnre of the Intellect model. 11 is unlike
detective thinking where there is one right snower, or inventor thinking
where the goal Is a large number of different responses. In judge thinking
there is nu one ,rIght, answer, but there is only one or maybe 4 few choices
which are the best based on the considerations.

2. An adults, we use judge thinking every dey when deciding what to wear, what
to have for supper, or whom to vote for. Before making 4 decision on what
to wear in the morning, we might consider our mood, the weather, what
clothes are clean, or where we will be going. Children need help in
understanding the importance of applying considerations when caking
decisions. Good decision-making is 4 valuable life skill. Ve want children
to learn to make choices based not just on personal whimtheir tikes and
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4141144-441 44 v4fd141 4eplIr411n4 Ot 4 441 Ot 044414414t1444$

II 141144 14JdO is the cha-Actor 44 oisholites this type of thinking. Liho
40, good judgo, 441144 14 (41f 444 iap4ft141, .er4f4t414 414144144 166
C4441404411444 totitro 44fI4144 40 (40 V411 6041 44141140 tO 4 fit46140$ A

ototy end pooter of dolloo 10 410o osod to introdoco thio *Ind ot
to tho children.

AA it 44yono 644 eift 444411444 t64 4dtto t ob of tha thrao
thihkIti$.

thd

Toll tho potielponts (hot they Oto t4 ho tovolvo4 in o
'rho ottp000 ot the 4011/Ur 14 tot than to Gettot oodetotond
judge thinking hy precticing it thonsolvoo,

dge oettvity.
pt (000 0(

below is 4n p411140 of tLe directions tor 1044104 tha shil t tnydi leity;
1, 44thor your oaloriolo togothorm-the sose4 poster 4h4 d hOWTOr04i 1 bIt

0440f

or,. Toll tho portielpente, "1'n going I. doscribo q prohlon to you end I vent
yoo to 444 your 14404nt In 1610044 41 4 solution. Lot'o 04' t154t 144`t4
wAlking With rOUr k:71440 to thd part. Tou.v0 4oc1404 to eat snaek Owe,
too. Kot yo4 nost docide what food you should take tor 4 444ek," rinow Old

droop tho smock pootor 4n4 iriontity oach iton pictured.

$. Tell the tO4Chor4, "Yoor tiro( consideration Is (hot tho snack he !Ifuurjur!
!=x," crw44 oot 44y 4440kot vbtrh the 4coop tae14 Aro inappropti4t0
If404 only 44 (hot ono K00414044tIhh,

4. Ne$t 44y to the toad, rs, "Thy snack uqqt 60 rats.Y to oak,
Oet dny snocks uhieh tho groop tool* 4t0 In4ppropri4te.

S. Tell the te4cher4 their nest conaldoration, "You want the hiltron to eat 4
sheck that will ha nutritious. Look tho possible snacks rots havo
loft. Uhich 0004 would you olininato bocauso thoy aro not notritious!"
Cross out any Roe* the participants teel 4tO hot outrititms,

A44i44 Kr444

4. Toll tho participan So "Your 1441 considoration Is that tho snack cost ho
egoldonahlq firleed," Croso oot any of tho lottowor QO4k4 that are too
coatly.

7. Now review the snacks that woro not croased oft. Moro nay bo 44 luny 44
four left or 44 tow AS one. Remind the teachers that there 14 no one right
answer; three or tour 4440(4 ei.ly fit all tho conolderations. Tho final
decision C40 ho based on personal preference. A144 you night note that
application ut the considtrations could vary troll person to 'wow:. Coe
exanple, One teacher nay feel thet cheese and crackers is Aft espeheive
*neck, while another teacher, whose school receives free holk cheese trots
the government, would consider it 4M Inexpensive tin404.

piscussion

Praise the teechers for their efforts 44 j44644.
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Ask the teachers to talk about the kind of thinking they used in this activity.

Discuss how judge thinking is different from the kind of thinking they practiced
at the detective and inventor thinking workshops. Point out that in contrast to
detective thinking which involves putting together several pieces of information
to arrive at a right answer and inventor thinking which involves broadening the
imagination and thinking of alternate possibilities, judge thinking involves
weighing considerations and making decisions.

III. MODEL JUDGE LESSON FOR CHILDREN

Tell the participants, "Now that you have had a chance to practice evaluative or
judge thinking yourselves, we're going to look at the materials and activities
developed for the children."

Have the participants turn to the third section of their General Programming
manual, the Judge Thinking. Explain that like the other two sections, this
section on judge thinking includes the following:

- a brief introduction
- a story about Julius the Judge
- a poster of Julius
- a list of teaching skills important in presenting judge lessons
- a model lesson on which the others are based
- nine additional judge activities

Unlike the other two sections, the judge section also includes a number of large
posters which are used for the lessons. Also, point out the Important Teaching
Note for the Judge Lessons, which explains the increasing difficulty and the
varying format of the last five lessons. Probably evaluative or judge thinking
is the most difficult of the three types of thinking emphasized in general
programming. It is also a critical skill for children to develop if they are to
become careful decision-makers as adults.

Explain that, like the first two workshops, the participants will hear a story
about the mascot character, in this caseJulius Judge, then some will
participate in a role-play of the judge lesson while the others observe using a
checklist of te,10ting skills.

Julius Judge's Sty

Tell the teachers that they will be using this same story to intr tice Julius
Judge to the children in their classroom. Also included is a po.t of Julius
which they can color and use along with the story.

Read the story with feeling. Use the hand gestures indicated in the story and
have the teachers use the gestures, too.

Explain that as with detective and inventor thinking, the story and the
characters are important to introduce the idea of judge thinking. The t.tory
helps the children learn about what an inventor does. The hand gesture,, cue the
children into what type of thinking is expected of them.
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Each time the children do one of these activities, the teacher should introduce
it as a judge lesson and show the children t:he poster of Julius Judge. In this
way, both the teacher and the children will have the same label for this kind of
thinking.

Role Play the Model Judge Lesson

I. Hand out a copy of the OBSERVATION FORM THE JUDGE LESSONS to each
participant. Point out that this same form, including some additional
hints, is included in the General Programming manual. Tell the teachers
again that this is the form you will use when observing their judge lesson
in the classroom. Explain that you want the teachers to use this form when
they watch you teach the model lesson.

2. Ask for three volunteers to play the children. Have them come to the front
and sit in chairs facing you.

3. Teach the Model Judge Lesson, following the directions in the General
Programming manual. Make sure to demonstrate all the skills on the
Observation Form forJudge Lessons.

Discussion

Review the observation form again, asking the teachers to give examples for each
of the skills listed. Discuss any improvements that might be made in teaching
this lesson.

Ask the teachers to put a star next to the skill which they feel will be the
easiest for them to do.

Ask the teachers to put a square next to the skill which they feel will be the
hardest for them to do.

IV. SCHEDULING OBSERVATION/CONSULTATION TIMES

Explain that each teacher needs to schedule two appointments with you. One time
for you to come and observe them presenting a judge lesson to their class and
another time for a conference to discuss the lesson. It is best if the
conference can be scheduled for the same day or soon after the observation. Pass
around the OBSERVATION/CONSULTATION SIGN-UP SHEETS. Be sure that you have
indicated the days and times that you are available.

Make sure the teachers understand what you will be watching and doing--

--They may pick ly Ivrtge lesson for you to watch.
--You will he Uk te samo onservation Form for Judge Lessons that they used
during the work

--At the confer t%: and the teacher will be discussing how the lesson went
and ways to im.7) it.

Give each teach, r a REMINDER CARD to complete and take with them.
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V. WRAP-UP

Review what you did in this workshop--

--The teachers did some judge thinking themselves by weighing considerations and
making decisions.

--The teachers heard a story and learned the characteristic hand movement of
Julius Judge, the mascot for judge thinking.

--Some teachers participated in a role play of the Model Judge Lesson, while
some observed using the Observation Form forJudge Lessons.

--The teachers each scheduled appointments for an observation and a consultation
about a judge lesson.

Explain that this is the last workshop of general programming. The next
workshop will focus on Talent Identification. The teachers will learn how to
identify children with potential talents.

Answer any questions people may have about this workshop or the next.

Distribute the WORKSHOP EVALUATION forms. Ask the participants to complete and
return the evaluations before they leave.
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After the Judge Workshop

1. Visit each of the teachers at the time for which they signed up. Try to
arrive about five minutes early and ask for a space in the room from which
you will be able to sit and watch without disturbing the group.

2. Take the following items to the observation:

--the GENERAL PROGRAMMING manual
--an OBSERVATION FORM FOR JUDGE LESSONS
--an OBSERVATION/CONSULTATION EVALUATION form

3. While watching the teacher, fill out the Observation Form for Judge Lessons.
Focus on writing down what the teacher is doing well. Add specific comments
and examples. If the teacher is having difficulty with a skill, write down

-

some suggestions.

4. Remind the teacher about the consultation before you leave the classroom.
Thank the teacher for letting you watch and say something positive about
what you saw.

5. At the consultation, share with the teacher
Form for.Tudge Lessons. Give the teacher a

6. Remind the teacher aboout the date, place,
Identification workshop.

your comments on the Observation
copy of your observations.

and time of the Talent

7. At the end of the consultation, ask the teacher to complete and return to
you an OBSERVATION/CONSULTATION EVAULATION form.
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Judge Thinking Workshop
Overheads and Handouts

Observation Form for Judge Lessons
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Date:

Activity:

OBSERVATION FORM FOR JUDGE LESSONS

Teacher:

Observer:

Skills Observed Comments and/or Suggestions

1. Gather all necessary materials
before beginning.

2. Set the activity up so all can
see and hear.

3. Present ',he activity with
interest and enthusiasm.

4. Use a "buzz phrase" so the
children know what's expected
of them.

5. Introduce the situation to be
evaluated.

6. Present considerations one
at a time.

7. Ask the children to explain
their choices.

8. Accept all explanations.

9. Acknowledge that there may be
more than one possible answer.

10. Get the children directly
involved whenever possible.

11. Acknowledge all "judges"
efforts.
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Talent Identification Workshop
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I. GETTING STARTED

IV.

INTRODUCTION TO

CHARACTERISTICS

INTRODUCTION TO

38

TALENT IDENTIFICATION WORKSHOP

OVEM/IEW OF THE WDRKSHOP

THE BOHST IDENTIFICATION PROCESS

OF TALENTED CHILDREN

THE TALENT IDENTIFICATION MANUAL

V. TALENT STAFFING

VI. SCHEDULING OBSERVATIONS AND TALENT STAFFINGS

VII. WRAP-UP

SUMMARY OF MATERIALS TO BE PREPARED AND GATHERED:

5 MINUTES

15 MINUTES

30 MINUTES

15 MINUTES

10 MINUTES

10 MINUTES

10 MINUTES

I. NINE LARGE PIECES OF PAPER AND MARKERS
2. OVERHEADS OF THE COMMON CHARACTERISTICS OF CHILDREN wrrit TALENT
3. OVERHEAD PROJECTOR AND SCREEN
4. THE COMMON CHARACTERISTICS OF CHILDREN WITH TALENT HANDOUTS
5. TALENT IDENTIFICATION MANUALS
6. SIGN-UP SHEET FOR OBSERVATIONS
7. REMINDER CARDS
8. WORKSHOP EVALUATION FORMS
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TALENT IDENTIFICATION WORKSHOP

INSTRUCTIONS TO THE BOHST TRAINER

Before the Workshop

PURPOSE

.39

The purpose of this workshop is to explain the BOHST process of identifying
children with potential talents. The workshop is designed both to aid teachers
in understanding what is meant by talent identification and to instruct teachers
in Us ing the identification checklists.

GETTING READY

Your job in leading this workshop includes the following:

I. Reading through these instructions at least twicc.

2. Preparing the following MATERIALS:

For the getting started section :

- None

For the introduction to the BOHST identification process :

- None

For the characteristics of talented children section :

- Nine large pieces of paper and markers--write the name of one talent area
of the top of each piece of paper.

- Enough copies for everyone of the the handout, Common Characteristics of
Children with Talent

- Overheads of the Common Characteristics of Children with Talent

For the introduction to the Talent Identification Manual :

- A copy of the Talent Identification Manual for each teacher

For the talent staffing explanation :

- None

For scheduling observation and staffing times :

- Copy of the Observation/Consultation Sign-Up Sheet indicating available
dates and times. -

- Reminder Cards for the participants.

For wrap up section :

- A workshop evaluation form for each participant.
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At the Identification Wbrkshop

I. GETTING STARTED

Tell the participants what the workshop will be about--how to figure out which
children seem to have potential talents.

Explain that the workshop will have four major parts:

1. A discussion of the BOHST talent identification process.
2. A small group activity to help the participants examine the behavior of

children with potential talents in their own classrooms.
3. An explanation of the BOHST talent identification instruments.
4. An explanation of the talent staffing.

II. INTRODUCTION TO THE BOHST IDENTIFICATION PROCESS

The goal of this section is to give the teachers some basic information about
the BOHST ldentlfic,.tion process and to encourage them to examine whatever
preset Ideas they have about which children in their classrooms are talented.
Ideally this portion of the workshop should include discussion that allows the
teachers to share information and nsk questions.

Here is a list of information to be shared:

1. The purpose of the BOHST identification process is to pick out the children
who demonstrate talent or _potential_ in one or more areas. We need to be
careful in BOHST to not mislead parents, school officials, or ourselves
about the identified children's abilities. It is difficult to determine
giftedness or talent at any age, but especially at the preschool level
before children may have had the experience necessary to develop talents.
There is no way that we can truly predict Which children will grow up to be
among the 3-5% of gifted adults in our population. However, by "casting a
wide net" and carefully selecting 10-20% of the children who show potential
talent, we can insure that those children's strengths are developed during
their critical early years.

2. Briefly discuss the fact that all teachers find some children more
interesting and challenging than other children. Every teacher has some
children in the classroom whom she really has to work at liking - who bother
her for .1!ame reason and who try her patience. When identifying children for
BOHST, it is important to look at all children equally - the ones who are
easy to teach and the ones who are hard to take. It is also important to
remember that some children don't necessarily stand out - they are easy to
forget.

Encourage a short group discussion of the variety of children in a classroom
and how talent may be present in any type child.

3. Tell the teachers that in BOHST they will be trying to find children who
have potential talents in one of the following areas:
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INTELLECTUAL TALENTwhich includes the ability to learn quickly, to think
critically, and to solve problems

CREATIVE TALENT--which includes thinking of new and original ideas and
creating original projects

LEADERSHIP TALENT--which includes being able to direct others and to command
attention

VISUAL AND PERFORMING ARTS TALENT--which includes both MUSIC and ART

ACADEMIC TALENT--which includes the three subject areas, READING, SCIENCE,
and MATH

PSYCHOMOTOR TALENT--which includes motor abilities that might enable a
person to succeed in sports or dance

4. Explain that the BOHST identification process is based on input from the
people who know the child best--the child's parents and the child's teacher.
The three parts of the identification process include a teacher checklist, a
parent checklist, and a talent staffing meeting. Both of the checklists
contain a set of four abilities or behaviors characteristic of each talent
area. The teacher rates each child in his er her classroom on the items
listed. In addition, the parents fill out a checklist for their own child.
The ratings from both of these checklists are summarized and used in making
A final determination of which children are identified. This final decision
is made in a group meeting, called the Talent Staffing, which includes the
teacher, aide, BOHST trainer, any appropriate ancillary staff, and possibly
the child's parents.

III. CHARACTERISTICS OF TALENTED CHMDREN

The purpose of this next section is to help teachers tune into observations they
have made about children with talent and behaviors characteristic of children
with talent.

Explain that you want them to reflect on what they have noted both this year and
in their previous years of teaching that might suggest to them that a child in
their classroom has a potential talent.

Divide the participants into small groups of two to four persons.

Distribute the nine large pieces of paper and markers - one for each talent area
- among the groups so that each group has at least one talent area to
brainstorm. Tell each group to choose a person to record their ideas on the
paper. Give each group enough time to brainstorm and list all the
characteristics they can think of which indicate talent in that area.

Review the characteristics of children talonted in each of the nine 4'046 by
comparing the group's list to the OVERHEAD OF COMMON CHARACTERISTICS for that
area. Discuss each talent area. Be sure to note no child will display all the
characteristics listed, however, a talented child will probably display several
of them.

Distribute copies of the Ilandout COMMON CHARACTERISTICS OF CHILDREN WITH TALENT,
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wnich describes the characteristics in more detail.

INTIODUCTION TO TRE TALENT IDENTIFICATION MANUAL

Distribute a TALENT IDENTIFICATION manual to each teacher. Give the teachers a
chance to look through it. Explain that the manual contains sample copies of
all the materials needed to complete the BOHST identification process.
Additional copies will need to be reproduced as needed. Each of the three
sections of the manual described below include a sample form and instructions
for completing the form. The fourth section describes the Talent Staffing
procedure and is discussed in the next part of this workshop.

Teacher Checklist

Nave the participants turn to the first section of the manual which includes the
Teacher Checklist and instructions. Explain that this checklist and a similar
one completed by the parents are the two instruments used to identify the
children. For each talent area on the checklist, there are four items which
describe behaviors or characteristics of a child with talent in that area. Every
child in their class should be rated using the code in the upper right hand
corner. A more complete description of the raings is included on the front page
of instructions. After rating each child in talent area, the teacher needs to
subtotal the ratings for each child. Note that the children's names should be
recorded on the fore from youngest to oldent in order to help the teachers keep
in mind age-developmental differences. Address any questions the participants
may have about completing the checklist.

Parent Checklist

Now have the participants turn to the second section of the manual which
includes a sample Parent Checklist with instructions, a sample letter to the
parents, and instructions to the teacher on what to do with the Parent
Checklists. Each parent needs to complete a checklist on their child. The
items on the Parent Checklist are identical to those on the Teacher Checklist,
however, this checklist is designed for rating only one child rather than a
number of children as on the Teacher Checklist. Another difference is that each
group of four items is not Labeled by talent area in order to lessen the
parents bias toward A certain talent. Once the parent has completed and
returned the checklist, the teacher mill need to figure the subtotal for each
talent area. Address any questions the participants may have about this
checkliat.

Talent Identification Summery711. 11I

The subtotals from both the Teacher and Parent Checklists need to be recorded on
the Talent Identification Summary. Have the participants turn tu the third
section of the manual which includes a sample Talent Identification Summary form
and the instructions for completing it. Explain that the teachers need to record
the subtotals of each talent area from both the Teacher Checklist and the Parent
Checklist across from each child's name. These subtotals are then added and
compared to the cut-off score of 24. If the teacher is unable to obtain parent
checklist scores, then score of 12 should be used as the cut off. Any talent
area in which a Child scortis at or above the cc -off should be recorded in the
space provided under "Potential Talent Area(s)." The children who have one or
more area recorded are the ones who should be discussed in the last step in the
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identification procese. the Talent Staffing.

V. TALENT STAFFING

I. Explain that the purpose of the Talent Staffing is to review and finalise
the identification of the potentially gifted or talented children. Ask the
teachers to turn to the Last section in the Talent Identification manuals.

2. Bring to the participants' attention that the following people should be
included in the staffing:

- Classroom teacher
- Assistant or Aide

BOHST trainer
- Ancillary staff members
- Parents, if possible

1. Explain that prior to the meeting the following should be done:

- The Parent and Teacher Checklist need to be completed and the acores
recorded on the Taktnt Identification Summary.

- Each team member should receive a copy of the Talent Identification
Summary to review before the meeting.

- The ROHST trainer should observe any children who will be discussed,
especially "borderline" children, in order to note any characteristics
indicative of talent.

4. Review the section titled Which Children Are Eligible? Emphas:ze the
followieg points:

- Though there 4md exceptions, a child should score equel to or above the
cut-off Ln one or more talent areas to be considered at the Talent
Staffing.

- If a child passes the cut-off in several areas, only the top one or two
talent areas need to be reviewed.

- The ROUST philosophy believes that it is better to cast 4 "wide net" and
to over-identify children rather than to risk neglecting a child's
potential.

5. Review the criteria or guidelines listed as the Weis for selecting those
children identified 44 having potential talent. Se realistic in making
these selections. The aim should be to select the top 10-20% of the
children. Once the finnl determination ia m4de the identified children And
their talent area(s) should be noted on the Talent Identification Summary
form.

Give the teachers 40 opportunity tu ask questione.

VI. SCHEDULING OBSERVATIONS ANO TALENT STAFF1NGS

Unlike your first three observations which focused on the teacher, the purpose
of this observation will be for you to become more familiar with the childrel
who acored at or above the cut-off on the Talent Identification Summary.
Obvioualy, the observation needs to take place after the teacher and parent have
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completed their checklists and the ratings have berm recorded on the Talent
Identificetion Sunmary.

Pass around the Obaervation/Cenaultation Sign-up Sheet, on uhich you've
indicated the days and tines you are available. Remind thy teachera to allow
theuselves a reatonable length of tine to couplet. the Teacher Checkitst, to
distribute end *core the Parent Checklist, end to couplet* the Talent
Identification Sunnary before scheduling your observation. Also remind the
teachers that you will need 4 copy mt the summary before the observetion.

Give each teacher a Reminder Card to complete and take uith then.

Be sure to explain that the teachers will also need to rrange 63r a Talent
Staffing, setting up the time and notifying all the people uho will be involved.
Take the time to discuss any potential problems or logistical consult/ration*
involved In scheduling this meeting. Assist the teachers in whatever you can.

Vit. WAP-OP

Review what 444 covered in this workshop:

- The teachers Learned about the slam identification pcocARISS es a whole.
- They brake into small groups and brainstormed 4 list a characteristics

indiceting telent or special abilities in each of nine talent areas. Their
lists were compared to BONST overheads on common characteristics of children
with talent. Copies of this handont, Common Characteristics of Children with
Talent, were distributed.

- Each teacher received 4 copy of the Talent Identificstion manual. The Teacher
Checklist, Parent Checklist, and Talent Identification Summary were all
rftvieuvd.

- The purpose ond general pr4cedure of the Talent Staffing were expletned.
- The teachers rade Appointments for the SOUST trainer te observe targeted

children in their classrooms. Arrangements were discussed for organiting the
Talent Staffings.

TP_Mand EltS t4t4elterS of mhat they need to 44 In the nest few weeks:

- Complete the Teacher Checklist.
- Distribute the Parent Checklist, then collect *ad %Core them.
- Complete the Talent Identification Summary.
- Schedule 4 C144~000 observatIon with the IOW tr4iner.
- Rake arrangements for the Talent Staffing.

Distribute the WIRIOUOP WALUATION forms. Ask the participants to complete anO
return the evaluations before they leave.
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After the Talent Identification Workshop

1. Arrange to get a copy of the completed TalePt Identification Summary from
the teacher before your observation.

2. Observe the children indicated on the Talent Ideolificati(n Summary form at
the time for which the teacher signed up. Try to ask the cla^her before
hand if Chere are any "borderline" children that he/she uld like you to
focus on.

3. While watching, take note of any characteri.ti,cs or 1,;haviorb demonstrated
by the children which may indicate talent.

4. Attend the Talent 3taffing at the time for ,hich it is scheduled. Bring
with you your notes from the observations, copy of the Common
Characteristics handout, and the list of criteria to be considered from the
workshop. Be sure to review the Talent Identification Summary beforeund,
taking note of any difficulties you may foresee.

5. Remind the teacher about the date, time, and ice of the next workuhop on
Talent Programming. At this workshop you will le discussing how best to
nurture the talents of the children you have 181; i;entified.
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Talent Identification Workshop
Overheads and Handouts

' Overheads of Common Characteristics

of Children with Talent 191

Handouts of Common Characteristics

of Children with Talent 1101
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COMMON CHArt,TERISTICS OF CHILDREN

WITH

INTELLECTUAL TALENT

1. Learns easily and readily

2. Excellent memory

3. Works well independently

4. Ability of abstraction and
generalization early

5. Displays intellectual curiogity

6. Wide range of interests

7. Large vocabulary

8. Skilled problem solver

9. Creative and imaginative

10. Alert and observant



COMMON CHARACTERISTICS OF CHILDREN

WITH

CREATIVE TALHNT

1. High tolerance for chaos and ambiguity

2. Long atten,Lon npan

3. Enjoys humor

4. High dogrQe or energy

5. Makes productive use of silence and
hesitation

6. Both conforming or nonconforming

7. Self-confident

8. Enjoys examining things and uses the
experimental approach to learning

Great use of fantasy

10. Divergent thinker



COMMON CHARACTERISTICS 0) ,wHIEN

WITH

LEADERSHIP TALENT

1. Interacts easily with other children
aud Pdults

2. Other children join activities that
the child in engaged in

3. Selfconfident around others

4. Often establishes the mood of a
group

S. Generally directs the other children
he/she play with

6. Chile, is used as a resource by
other children

7. Sensitive to the feelings and
needs of others

8. Directs others effectively

9. mows others how to improve an activity

10. Generates many ideas and offers
solutions to problems



COMMON CHARACTERISTICS OF CHILDREN

WITH

ART TALENT

1. Strong interest in anything visual

2. Remembers details of what he/she
ban seen

3. Spent'l a great deal of tImo

doing art work

4. Finds great satisfaction in
art work

5. Advanced technical skill iv nc;
production

6. Develn, tivusunl ways to uhi.

famIL 1.t iv- materials

7. Prod.:et ur work vuperior in
desiL td cumpGnition

8. Adds details to drawings, paintings,
or sculptures

9. Has a distinctive artistic style



COHMON CHARACTERISTICS OF CHILDREN

WITU

MUSIC TALENT

I. High interent .n rnuiie

2, Sennitive to the mood or character

3. Repeats rhort, rhythmic patterns
with ens,:

4. Sint; in tune

5. Can easily identify short
rhythm patterns

t. Can identify famii 1!-. songs

7. Can sing on pttch

8. Can identify high and low notes

9. Identifies two skirt melodies
as same or different



COMION CHARACTERISTICS OP CHILDREN

WITH

READING TALENV

1. Interented In hooks

2. Long attention arm for rending
activition

3. Exteusiw 11stening-splkin8
vocabulary

4. Long sentences and/or advanced
gramma, teal u tructurvei

5. Easily makes auditory
discriminations

6. Adept at making visual
discriminations

7. Interest in reading

8. Interest in printing letters
or words

9. Able to read some words

10. Exceptional memory

II. Advanced understanding of what
has been read to him/her
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COMMON CHARACTERISTICS OF CHILDREN

W1111

MATH TALENT

1. Strong interest in math-related
activities

2. Long attention span for math
activities

3. Advanced understanding of
mathematical relationships

4. Understands and easily remembers
mathematical symbols

5. Manipulates numbers easily

6. Advanced understanding of concepts
such as time or money

7. Generalizes math concepts to
activitien and projects
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COMMON CHARACTERISTICS OF CNILOREN

WITU

TALENT IN SCIENCE

1. Questioning mind

Srrona desire to explore and
;ward)

3. Active interest in ncienco
Activities

4. Wants to find nr verify answers
firsthand

S. Understanding of Astract
concepts

6. Advanced skill in classifying

7. advanced underntnnding of
cause/effect relntionships

8. Ceneralizen demonatrated principles
easily



CANINO CHARACTERISTICS OF CHILDREN

WITH

PSY1HOH0fO8IC TWNT

. Advanced gross motor skills

Nirticipatos essorly in setivo
elassmn games

3. Interest in fine motor
activities

4, Advanced fine eyeband
coordination

5. W r.inae of movements

6, Exceptional balance

7. Very agile

8. Strong

9. Uses basic motor skills anw
combinations ct motor skillt.
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COHHON CHA1tAOTKKI4t1C8 OP CIMIDREN WITH INTIOILMUAL TAIANT

The following ere treat' thet d child with
ofton diepleye.

I. The child teem' 'mealy and readily. ght/ho foquiree lea's drill to leers'
tbiegs thao other 471'11dt-en rod 4ftVO 4P0M4 to 10.4rO thiORN without heing
teeght. Tbo child will prohably learn to read et AO oo4ly age (throe,
foe'', or (ive years old). Some children teach thumaelvue how to rued end
eurpriao their perente by reeding eigne, billbnerde, label's, etc. Other's

'thew eigats of reading readineea at en eerly ago hut meet he taught reedit%
akills by 'someone elm",

. The child diepleye en excellent memory. Perente often notice thie
cheracterietic and mention it.

Yhe child work's well independently. She/he will withdraw from aurroundins
compeny in order to become ehaerbed in an ectivity of interoat.

4. The child diaplaya the ability of abetraction and generalisation early.
For example, the child mey be ablo to add two or three to a number
mentally. The child may show an uoderatanding of aeleoee concept!'
(eveporation, gravity, otc.) or may qoickly enderetand morale to teblee end
etoriee,

5. The child diaplayn intellectual curiosity. She/he ia eager to learn and ia
probebly advanced in ono or more academic areaa (reading, math, science).
The child is 'skilled AL alsking question's and goes beyond "What" question's
to "Why" and "How." She/he listens to the nnawera attentively and often
instigates further diacuesion or inveetigation.

6. The child displeya a wide range of interento. Hib/her curiosity It easily
aroesed. The child becomes equally absorbed in many different Leeks.

7. The child has d large vocebulery and its advanced in language skill's and
oral expreseion. At the preschoel level, the child 'seems to enjoy talking
and may monopolize conversations. She/he my use many polysyllabic words
(not necessarily accurately).

S. The child is a skilled problem-solver. She/he may enjoy thinking of
solutiona to situational problems, such an: How can forgetful Harry
remyl*r to put his shoes on In the morning? Even at a very young age the
child may enoy finding answers to 'science or math problems.

9. The child is creative and imaginative. Creativity and intelligence do not
necessarily go hand-in-hand, but high intelligence is definitely an asset
towards creative ability and expression. With aoma encouragement, most
intelligent children can 74;Arri LQ be extremely creative.

10. The child is alert and observant. She/he is very alert to events around
him/her and WItices detaila thet others miss. She/he is aware of things
that others his/her age are not. rho child may show interest in news
events, or be a keen onsesver 0 others feelings and moods.
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COAKACTKAINTICO OF 0111,40J4 QITH CAKATIVK TA1XNT

The following ie a liot of coerecterietico which may indicate (het a 6114
i4 leereleg io a creative we), or expreeeing exceptionel creetivity.

1. Th1! child h44 4 hiah tolGrence for cheue end emhiguitj vn a Oit44t104.
whith if+ oot highly niructoroda sheiho doom not panic; 4 the nakeo her/hin
own role... Por inotence, If 4 teecher preeented goes' ,11,1ten with oeeda
4nd equipment for plantiog them, hot wive no directiono, toe creetive child
would orgenixe the Leek independently end ;whewn direct other...

2. The child lusa 4 long attention open when elle/he leerno creatively. !Moho
i4 not eeaily dintractea tromthe teak et hand, andohe/he may conteinue
withthe activity efter the scheduled time to quit.

3. The creative child enjoy§ humor. At the preschool level ohe/he mey produce
idiomn which neem wild or very only to edulto.

4. Tho creative child has a high degre4 of energy. She/he onset her/hia 040-
body in a teak. Vor example, a preschenlar may prefer to 'stand when
producing an art piece, or ohe/he may one many geatureo when telling a
story. Thia total body involvement reflocto the oxcitoment the 0111+1 t.
dnring the act of ereation.

5. The child mekeo productive uoe of eilence end henitatioe. She/he mey aeem
to he daydreaming at timen or ehe/he may bo alower thee othersa to
quentionn.

She/he is both conforming or nonconforming, depending on which seevo. wet
effective towArds expressing creetivity. This can be enneying to a
teacher, who may label the child 4 rebel.

7. The creative child is oelf-confident. She/he enjoyo evaluating her/hio
work independently and doen not rely on othero to judge the goodnenn,
hednons, rightneas, or wrongness of some thing or situation.

She/he eojoya examining things, and she/he likes to use the experimental
approach te learning. Preschoolers in general enjoy this type of learning.
They like to touch, smell, and taste things. They prefer to manipulate
objects of interest whenever possible. This ia another trait which may be
Inconvenient or annoying to adults at times.

9. The creative child makes great use a fantasy. She/he enjoys role playing,
telling stolieu, making up songs and drawing uinusuel pictures. The ehild
seems less bound by reality, and she/he Is willing to change it to huit
her/hin own needs when telling stories or describing objects or events.

10. The creative child is a very divergent thinker.
a. She/he is flexible; she/he can shift from one approach to another.

For example, if the child Is unable to push a scooter skillfully,
she/he mey use the scooter as some other kind of toy, such ae an
imaginary machine or animal.

b. The divtrgent th:nker displays fluency. When presented with a
problem, she/he produce'. many ideas.

c. The divergent thinker produces originsl or unusual answers. At the
preschool level, these ideas may be silly ones.

d. The divergent thinker elaborates. She/he adds many details to
descriptions of things or draltys.



Ordeco OlAltAtIthintICN sO/ fAttiV

tho followlog eco chetacto41otio5 thet 0%11,400 vIth lea4.0-4hip 14 *it

ottoo

1. 7110 t1iI id Im°400-4 0 0$4 With other childtoo foul 04olto ond gets alon
Vittli 4 i0444 v4tiOtt i4 P0s1PIPI The rhtid hac mootorod owlet lok; to

and 0444 them to play cooperativoly with olhoro. teeo foreo dorlog
orgaoised ectivitioo, oharoo with othoro, otc.

Other childron joio ectivitios that tho chit.' is eogagcd to, ito/ohe to
liked hy many other chtldroo, who opo4, him/hor oot frequently ao 4 play 004
work ronpaolon.

. The child to selt-ronftdont around 01,0f4, he/she ttna tor tho cloco
doriog group activities by otnging, port,irmIng in cklf.04 twit% jok#4,
etc. The child elso 104111flipAtOR arc la Efi*Isti 410C444i004 004 offero
hie/her opinton treely.

4. The child often oetablishea the mood of A group. For esauple, he/she nay
generate contagious enthuoiaem over a Wilding project and have half the
clans WAY molting cardboard 44fplAW0t4. Ofi 00 *hther hond, the child nay
ihtiOtWO 4 groop 0i1440 tO V06$40 *9404 Or act wild ittifing a dancing
activity.

5. The child generally directa the other children ho/ehe pleys with. Ile/ahe
organises othora effectively, aed they unually reepond to hia/her orders
willingly. For example, he/she may toll other child-an which dolls they
can play via, mey oxplein tho roles Of A game, Ot 40rind nn art ettivity
may monitor the use of a limited momber of 4C1440r4.

h. Other children often oce tho child 44 4 reeource by Inoktng to him/her for
nuggestione, ideas, or aneistanco. During 41'4144-4p detiviCiee Other
chiidren may copy hin/her cotton'', e.g., it he/she drosaos up like a
Donater, au do they. Anothet child may ank him/her to hold the top while
that child pours from A pttcher. Wring free play, others my loek to the
child to 400 what the "policeman" ahould do next.

7. The child to sensittve to the fooling* and needs of other*. He/she may
comfort a crying child and tri to connote him/her. Ho/oho may invite 4
child who has been excluded to join the group. The child oeu4Ily listens
to othere when they address him/her, and hehhe pays attention to the
opeaker during group discoosions.

6. The child directs otheto effectively towardo goala and 44e4 the talents of
eAdi individual to accomplish the goal. For example, if the child decides
to put on a skit, he/she ry direcl the more outspoken children to be
performers &id have the sh, children arrange the props.

9. The child often shows others how to improve an activity. For instance, if
several children are building horse corrals, he/she may direct them to make
one large corral covering half the clartereom floor.

10. The child generatts many ideas and offers solutions to problems. For
example, if the teacher asks the children to suggest field trip
possibilities, the child may suggest three or four ideas. Or if several
children are fighting over a toy, the Child may suggest a way to share the
object.
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COMMON CHARACTERISTICS OF CHILDREN WITH ART TALENT

The following is n lint of characterintica which may indiche that a child
hen art talent.

1. The child ehown a ntrong interout in anything vinual. She/he may exprene
appreciation of beauty in nature, notice detaile that othots minn, or
examine objects in general very carefully. The child may also ahow
intereat in the art work of other people, both poor° and profeenional
artiste.

2. The child remembers in detail what aho/he hau neon. The child may describe
details she/ho has noticed to others; or she/he may represent thane details
in art work.

3. The child spends a groat deal of time drawing, painting, making collages,
sculpting, and building. When given a choice, she/he often chooses an art
activity.

4. The child works seriously on art projects and seems to find great
satisfaction in art work. She/he may be very verbal while working,
describing his/her creation for anyone who carea to listen; or she/he may
become deeply absorbed in an art activity, concentrating all his/her
attention on 4 particular project.

5. The child has advanced technical skill in art production. She/he displays
ability when using nrt tools, such as paintbrushes, pencils, scissors, and
pasting materials. She/he may also work proficiently with clay, playdough,
and building materials (blocks, boxes, etc.).

6. The child develops unusual ways to use familiar art materials. She/he may
paint a picture using glue or use both clay and wood scraps to make a
sculpture. She/he may use unusual objects 48 art materials. For example,
she/he may use clock gears in a collage or paint a picture on a large piece
of bark or a rock.

7. The child produces art work which is superior in design and composition
(balance, space, unity, and color). For example, his/her drawings and
sculptures may look well-balanced. If there is an obvious detail at the
top of a picture, she/he may add a counter detail at the bottom so that the
art piece doesn't look top-heavy or one-sided. The child may use space
well by using the entire page in a painting or arranging a drawing so that
empty spaces add to the effect. She/he may create art work that has unity,
so that separate details have some relation to each other. The child may
produce paintings which have bold or unusual colors or unusual combinations
of color.

8. The child adds details to drawings, paintings, or sculptures. Rather than
draw a simple house, she/he may add the mailbox, curtains on windows, a
porch, individual bricks, and the surrounding landscape; or she/he may poke
tiny holes all over a clay monster's body. The child also add intricate
details to a design or pattern.

9. The child has developed a distinctive artistic style; other people can
recognize which products are his/hers.
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COMMON CHARACTHRI8TIC8 OF CHUM WITH MUSIC TAUNT

The following in a lin of charecteriatico which ivy indicate that child
han maical talent.

1. The child showa an unusually high interest in muaic. He/she often chnoans
music activitiea when given a choice. Thcao include listening to records,
pllying inatruments, dancing, and flinging. During group mooting time, the
child may spontaneously suggest that the claim sing, or he/she may
volunteer to sing solo or play an instrument eor the group. He/ahe may
often make up original tunes or original wordo to familiar tunes.

2. Tho child is :Imitative to the mood or character of music. He/she may
perform a lively dance when he/she hears a polka and sit quietly, swaying
to the rhythm of a slov orcheatration. The child may comment on the mood
of a particular music selection: "The man in the song is no silly!" "That
music makes my doll go to sleel." "That's funny music!"

3. The child can repeat short, rhythmic patterns with ease. The child may
also make up a pattern himself/herself and thon repeat it several times.
It in easier for a preschooler to copy clapping patterns than pntterns
played on a rhythm instrument. Some posaible rhythm patterns are:

clap, pause, clap, pause, clap, pause

clap, clap-clap, clap, clap-clap, clap, clap-clap

clap-clap, pause, clap-clap, pause.

4. The child can sing in tune or very nearly in tune. The tuneful singing
range of most three-year-olds is between D' and G'. For four and
five-year-olds the normal singing range becomes lower, becween C' and F'.
Have the child sing a song within the C' to A range such as "London Bridge
Is Falling Down." If he/she can sing in tune from middle C' to A', he/she
is singing very tunefully.

5. The child can easily identify two short rhythm patterns as the same or
different. (For example, if you clap the following two rhythms, she/he
identifies them as different:

clap, pause, clap, pause, clap

and: clap, clap, pause, clap, clap, pause.

If you clap the following rhythm twice, he/she recognizes that they are the
same: clap-clap, pause, clap-clap, pause, clap-clap.)

6. The child can identify some familiar songs from the rhythm alone. (This is
very difficult for preschoolers to do. The child may only recognize the
rhythms of very familiar tunes and tunes with very unique rhythm patterns
such as "Jingle Bells.")

7. The child can sing on the same pitch as a model. The child will only be
able to do this within his/her natural singing range (see Number 4).

8. The child can identify the higher or lower of two notes.

9. The child identifies two short melodies as the same or different.
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COMMON CHARACTERINTICH OP CHILDREN WITH MATH TALENT

1. The child nhowe a otrong interent to math-rulated activitien nueh ne
counting, weighing, manuring, or nolving arithmetic problem. For
example, he/she mAy volunteer to compute the number of carrot sticks needed
for enack or the child may enjoy manuring ingredients for cookie batter or
playdough.

2. The child hen A long attention open for meth activities. He/she my become
abaorbed in A classroom meth game or spend an unusually long time weighing
objects, matching numbers teal numerals, or using a ruler.

3. The child shows advanced understanding of mathematical relationahipn. For
example, he/she may comprehend the e.,ncept of "set" and "one-to-one
correspondence" quickly or may show a clear underatanding of relationohipn
between numbers by adding and subtracting.

4. The child understands and easily remembers mathematical symbols. Thane
symbols include numerals, operation signs (4., xl -) and relationship
symbols (o, ).

5. The child manipulates numbers easily. He/ane may perform mental or written
addition lied subtraction problems, count by two's or three's, or he/she may
be able to ndd nnd eubtract coin values in a play store situation.

6. The child shows an interest in or has advanced underatanding of concepts
such ea time (calendars and clocks) or money (coin values, making changi).

7. The child often generalines math concepts to activities and projects other
than math. For example, he/she may equally divide a cookie to share with
someone else, rend the clock to tell when it's time to go outdoors, or
independently compute how many days are left until a special event.
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COMMON CHARACTERISTICS OP CHIMES WiTh TAhgNT IN SCIPMCK

The child with a high potential for ecientifie talent demonetratee many of
the following characterietics.

1. She/he allow§ evidence of a queetioning mind by frequently (Hiking about the
nature end function of thinge, e.g., "What maim a car move? Why are the
birds flying all together? Where doge the water in tha drain go?"

2. She/he exhibite a etrong (Weir() to explore and noarch. The child examinee
objects carefully and becomes engrossed while examining thinge.

1. She/he takes en active intereet in acience netivitios and ie nelf-directed
during the activitien. Thane activities may include nature otudies, care
of pets, simple experiments, examination or operetion of machinery, and
exploration with science tool's (magnifying gleam), magneto, pulley,
scales, etc.).

4. She/he wante to find or verify answere firsthand. The child may
dionneemble toys or machinery to glee how they operate or to examine the
parts. She/ha may repent experiments performed by others or
himself/herself to verify results.

5. She/he shows an underatending of abstract concepta, such no evaporation,
basic electricity, gravity, metamorphosis, etc.

6. Shehe shows advanced skill in classifying. The child notices functional
similarities and differences between objects, as well as differences In
color, shape, patterns, or rhythms.

7. She/he shows advanced understanding of cause/effect relationships. For
example, "The plants that we picked died, because there were no roots on
them."

8. She/he generalizes demonstrated priociples easily. For example, the child
may make a musieal instrument using a stretched rubber band after she/he is
shown how vibratieg strings on a guitar create sound.
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COMMON COARACTERI.STICH OP CHIUREN WITH READING TAUNT

The following in a lint of characterintice which indicate that A child may
be ready for rending inntruction. The pronchool child talented in the area of
reading in likely to exhibit mont (but not necenearily all) of thene
characterietics.

I. Tho child le interented in hooka and often nelnetn booka AN an activity.
He/nhe may demonntrete thin interent in a number of wayn dowdily% on
hin/her abilities. The child mny nimply look at the picture@ in book@ or
may make up nerrationn aa he/she looks nt the picturen. The child may ask
someone to read to him/her, and eventually he/she may recite the words to A
familiar story from memory. The child may even rend simple words or entire
books independently.

2. The child participates in pre-rending activities for unununlly long periods
of time. Thane activities may include word or letter lotto games, letter
identification gamen, printing letters of the alphabet, and dictating
etntemente for an adult to write down.

3. The child hart an extensive liatening-apenking vocabulary. Me/she is able
to use and/or undetetand unueual or multisyllabic words. For example, a
three-year-old who frequently makes statements nuch an "If you touch that
plug, you may get electrocuted" probably has an extensive speaking
vocabulary. Thu child mey not use such terms in hie/her own speech but may
be able to underntand them. (A speech-delayed or elm:eh-impaired child may
still have good auditory comprehension.) For example, if a child
frequently responds correctly to ntatements such as "Draw an ellipse," he
probably has an extensive listening vocabulary.

4. The child uses unusually long sentences and/or advanced grammatical
structures. (Moat sentences longer than six words are unusually long for a
preschooler.) For example: "I don't know when my mom's going to be done
painting our house." The child may also use complex grammatical
structures. For example, he/she may use clauses and embedded phrases:
"hhen I tear my structure up, I will he done." Or the child may make
comparisons verbally: "There aren't dinosaurs, and putting them together La
like doing a big jigsaw puzzle," or "I think this turkey looks like a
rhinoceros 'cause that beak looks like a horn and a rhinoceros has a horn."

5. The child can easily make auditory discriminations. For example, if you
ask him/her whether two rhyming words are the same or different, he/she
responds correctly: "Tell me if I say the same word or different words: big
. . . pig."

6. The child is adept at making visual discriminations. He/she can easily
recognize, match and label letters or words.

7. The child shows an intereac in reading by asking about letters, words,
and/or word meanings. He/she may ask, "hhat does that word mean?"

8. The child shows unusual interest in printing letters or words. (For many
children, an interest in learning to print and spell precedes an interest
in learning to read.) The child may ask questions such as "How do you make
a or "How do you spell dog?"

9. The child is able to read some words. Some children establish a connection
between printed and spoken words after seeing the printed word and hearing
its pronunciation a number of times. These words usually include the
child's name, the names of family members, a friend, color words, words on
signs, etc. 1 n1



10. The child dnontr#Ls' un exceptional memory of what he§ Wen read to
him/her. He/mhe may recite the worde to a atory verbatim 4fter hearing the
etory a number fo times, or hebthe may retell the story in hin/hor own
worths. Both indicate exceptional memory and tolguencing ebility.

11. The child ehown an advanced unduretanding of whet hue been read to Ilm/her.
He/aho enewera "who," "what," "where," and "how" euentiono about taLta or
evonta in reading material! "Who 'veered che three pigar "Whit kind of
houeee did the piga build?" "How did the wolf knock the houses dowo?" The
child mAy deo demonetrate the ability to interpret the ideas preaented in
reading material by answering ouch queationa an "Why did the third pig
build hitt house out of bricka?" "What elite could the pigs heys done vi
aeons the wolf away?" "Do you think they did the right thing?"
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COMM CHARACTOIOTIC4 OF ChlIARKN WTH PflYCHOHOTOR TALVNT

The following i4 4 UM, of cheractetifitice which may indicate that 4 child
hee exceptional paychomotoric ability.

I. The child ban edvenced groan motor aIlla. flhe/he Can tun (deter, jump
higher, and climb with more akill than other children the name ate. The
ihild perform; many large motor movemente with ease and confider 4.

2. The child ia noisy, noticeable, and enjoye performing for othere. fihe/he
participatee eegerly in active claanroom mug, auch ae rhythm bend wade§
and imitation omen (Simon &on, etc.). The child in often involved In
role playing with other children and alio; enjoya performing in Alta and
other dramatic activities.

3. The child ahowa a atrong interest In fine motor activitieo, such 44
cutting, drawing, painting, and working with clay.

4. The child bee advanced fine eye-hend coordination. For example, she/he may
be able to thread needles, tio shoe laces, trace forma with a writing tool,
or copy letters or numerals.

5. The child has 4 wide range of movemooto including fast, elow, gentle and
atrong. The child bee good control over hie/her body and 1114VS4 at
differenc opeeda and etrengtha with the 44me amount of skill.

6. The child has oxceptional balance. For example, she/he mey walk easily
across 4 balance beam (4" wide) or land on hia/her feet from a long broad
jump or Ude 4 combination of movemente while jumping on a trampoline.

7. The child in very agile. She/bc can band easily and change directions
smoothly. The child may perform skillfully on monkey bars or jungle gyms
and do tumbling awing well.

1. The child ia strong. She/he may be eble to carry heavy loads, open tightly
closed jars, or move large objects.

9. The child uses basic motor skills and combination of motor skills in
goal-directed activities or games. For example, 'Alen rnle playing a circus
acrobat, she/he may walk on a ledge, jump off, turn a somersault, and leap
to hie/her feet.
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Talent Programming Workshop
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TALENT PROGRAM*
SOWIMPV1P11, SVIIRMIMMIMINOW

REA 10 P

ono/ IEV UV me too 'ra

1, GETTING STARTED

II. INTRODUCTION TO roe rALtrar PROGRAM 1 MAUOAL

III. KOLE-PLAYING A TALENT ACTIVITY

Pi. FILLING OUT A TALENT EDUCATION PLAN

TOE TALENT EDUCATION PLAN
CASE STUDY
DISCUSSION

V. END-Or-THE-YEAR TALENT REPORT

VI, SCHEDULING ONSERVATION/WNSULTATION TIMES

VII, URAP-UP

SUMMARY OP MATERIALS TO PREPARED AND CAMPED:

I. COPIES OF THE roLLOWING FOR EACH PARTICIPANT:

Talent Programming manual
Reading Talent Assessment Record
Mabel's filled-out Math Talent Assessment Record
Talent Education Plan
Reminder Cards
C440 Study of A Talented Child
Completed Sample Math Talent Education Plan
Observation of Talent Activities

2. CHALKBOARD AND CHALK OR A LARGE PAD OF PAPER AND A MARKER.
3. OtERHEAD PROJECTOR AND SCREEN (OPTIONAL).
4. SICN-UP SHEET POR OBSEINATIONS AND CONSULTATIONS.
S. WORKSHOP VALUATION POWS
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keture the MOilighop

tii0r0144t

the porpobe of thia vorikohop la 40 404 ( tør ij 1A mil(4 (4d f4114 v4041
(40y 4000 1404M104 44 44,0144 p4(d0t141 (41e0(4, 1110 1.040dr4 VIII OaCti00
teilliar with 440 bUilla vhfcb nate op eaeh (44mt 4404 and will learn low to
oat* the talent programing sateriale. Vnderatanding and hieing AV4(0 Ot Ike
bkilla vithio each talent 4f04 vill 4natole the teacher to hotter provide
progranning tot the identified children.

41=104 KIIJWY

Yoo .144 Sri 1.eadio4 WPriteihey inc144b44 t411'00-0)4;

I. 444404 thr4ogh (Woe inotroctiona at leatit twice and t ng tanillar vith
the bopplenental limt0fi414.

2, Weeding through the Reading Activity "itoonti-$ohin itory Telling" 40V0141
tio04 404 hieing prepared to teach thia activity 44 4 (01004y, t4411(0 0417#
that yoo 4r0 4410 (0 d040041f410 60 (04010K 41(1114 1(4(04 Oil the
Ohaervation of T4100t Act1v1t104 torn.

Preparing the following HATtRIALS;

(arttR1høttlnt

--Chart ot the atepa in the ROOST procoaa (the ch4lk4rI , overhead, or
poater toed in the (irat vorkahop).

Par the introduction to the TAIOnt 14r04pao1n4, manual section:

--A copy of the Talent Progranning nanoal tor each teacher.

!AL rolopl.ylni a alnt activit

--Coplea tor all the participanta 0 the Reading Talent Aeaeassent Record.
--Chalkboard and chalk or a Large pad of paper 404 a narker.

For filling out a Talent Education Plan%

--A copy of Haber. Casa Study of a Talented Child tor each participant.
tflled-out Math Talent Asileasnent Record.

--A blank Talent education flan for each aAll group.
--Coopleted ample Talent education Plan in math
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Explain that each activity is divided into four parts or steps that
correspond with four related skill areas which make up that talent.
Definitions of these skill areas are provided in the introduction to each
talent area.

The vertical words printed in 411 capitals down the righthand side of the
page label the skill area addressed in that step. All four skill areas are
included in each activity, however, they are not in the same order for each
activity. Next to each skill area is an assessment question for the teacher
to use in determining how well the talented child is doing in that skill
area. After each step, the teacher should be able to note how the child did
by answering the question. A record of these assessment questions is kept
to determine the identified child's progress in his or her talent area.

3. The activities are designed to be implemented in a small group of three to
five children. Since the teachers probably have just one or maybe two
children identified in any one area, they will need to pick some other
children who will enjoy and benefit from the activities to make up a group.
The teachers will also need to find a time of day 7_3 do the activities when
the rest of the class will not need a lot of attention.

4. Have everyone turn to the Programming Materials section found at the end of
the manual and explain that this includes samples and instructions for three
different types of forms needed for talent programming.

5. Explain that there are nine different Talent Assessment Records, one for
each of the nine talent areas. Have the teachers turn to the first
assessment record--Intellectual Talent Assessment Record. The teachers will
rate the identified child on one of these short assessment forms as they
teach each activity. Only the child or children identified as talented need
to be rated on a form. Each identified child will need one form per year
for each talent area.

Discuss the coding procedure and point out the organization of the
form--name of the activity on the right, assessment questions listed under
the appropriate skill area. Make sure everyone understands that the
assessment questions listed on the form are the same four questions that are
included in the activities.

6. Explain that the first three activities in each talent area are used as an
initial assessment to give the teachers an idea of how the identified child
is doing in each of the four skill areas within his or her talent area.
After rating the identified child on these first three activities, the
average score for each skill area should be calculated and recorded in the
row labeled "Average" on the Talent Assessment Record. These ratings will
provide a profile of a child's skills within his or her talent area and
should be used in designing the Talent Education Plan. As the teacher
continues to present activities and rate the identified child, the
assessment record provides an ongoing evaluation of how the child is
progressing in his or her talent area. At the end of the year, after a
number of talent activities have been presented and rated, the average is
then computed for the additional activities and compared to the initial
assessment. This provides the teacher with a final evaluation of the
identified child's progress.

7. Also included in the Programming Materials section of this manual are sample
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Talent Education Plans and End-of-the-Year Talent Reports which will be
discussed more later in the workshop.

III. ROLE-PLAYING A TALENT ACTIVITY

Getting ready

The activity to be role-played is a reading activity titled, "Round Robin Story
Telling." The participants will be using the Reading Talent Assessment Record
while you are teaching. By using this form they will become familiar with the
assessment procedure.

Ask everyone to turn to the ROUND ROBIN STORY TELLING reading lesson in the
Talent Programming manual on page 143. Tell them to read it over before the
roleplay so that they are familiar with the assessment questions that go with
each of the four steps.

Depending on the size of your group, ask for three to five volunteers 03 pretend
to be the children in the roleplay. Ask the volunteers to come to the front of
the room and to sit in chairs facing you. Be sure that you have a chalkboard
and chalk or a large piece of paper and marker available for this activity.

Give all the participants who will be observing a copy of the READING TALENT
ASSESSMENT RECORD.

Explain that they do not have to rate all the children just the identified
child, so they should choose one of the adult volunteers to observe during the
roleplay.

Point out the scoring codes in the corner:

1 = CAN'T DO
2 = ATTEMPTS WIN DIFFICULTY
3 = CAN DO
4 = DOES VERY WELL

Roleplay of the Talent Activity

Teach the activity to the group of volunteers following the directions in the
manual. Teach the whole activity without stopping for discussion of the four
steps or the questions. Use a lot of enthusiasm and have fun teaching the
activity.

Discussion

Review the four assessment questions. Ask each teacher to state who they
observed and how they rated that person on each of the questions. If there are'
disagreements, discuss these, allowing everyone to talk about what they saw.
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Encourage further discussion by asking some of the following questions:

--Were you able to see what you needed to know to answer the question?
--How difficult was it to decide the ratings?
--What did you think of the activity:
--How could the activity have been better?
--Do you see how it teaches reading talent?

TV. FILLING OUT A TALENT EDUCATION PLAN

Introduction

Remind the teachers that a Talent Education Plan (TEP) needs to be completed for
each identified child in each talent area. Thus if a child is identified as
talented in two or more areas, a TEP should be written for each talent area.
After completing the initial assessment of the first three talent activities,
the teacher, aide, BOHST trainer, and possibly the child's parents need to meet
to complete the form. Prior to this TEP meeting, the teacher should fill out
the top portion of the TEP and distribute a copy of the form to everyone who
will be attending. Thus everyone, including the teacher, will have a chance to
organize and jot down their ideas beforehand. The child's parents should be
invited to the meeting or later given a copy of te completed form on which to
offer their input.

The Talent Education Plan

Give everyone a blank copy of a TALENT EDUCATION PLAN.

Point out that this form includes a place at the top to write the child's name
and to write in the skill area in which he/she needs the most help and the one
in which he/she is strongest and perhaps needs more challenge. The teacher
should use the initial assessment from the child's Talent Assessment Record to
determine the skill area(s) that need improvement and those that need
enrichment.

Explain that the bottom four sections under "Plans" are to be filled out at the
conference. These four sections are to help the teacher adapt the classroom to
better serve the child who has been identified.

Discuss each of the four parts:

FOCUS ON THE ENVIRONMENT includes ways that a teacher can change the
classroom, for example the way materials are set out or the way the
classroom schedule is set up. Ways to change the environment and how to set
up learning centers in the room will be discussed at the next workshop.

FOCUS ON THE CURRICULUM includes ways to adapt the activities in the
curriculum. Explain the the teachers need to look carefully at the
activities and try to figure out ways to make the different steps both
harder and easier to match the needs of their children.

FOCUS ON SPECIAL ACTIVITIES includes things that can be done to enrich the
program, for example bringing in guests to share ideas or taking the
children on trips.
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FOCUS ON THE TEACHER includes ways for the teacher to enrich herself or
himself--to broaden interests and skills in the talent area. For exampLe,
the teacher may choose to take a course, read a book, watch a program, go to
a play or concert, try a project or do anything that would help him or her
learn more about the talent area(s) of the identified children.

Point out that instructions for completing the TEP are also included in the
Talent Programming manual. Address any questions that the participants may have
about the Talent Education Plan.

Case study of a talented child

Explain that you are going to give the participants some information about a
talented child and give them an opportunity to fill out a TEP--Talent Education
Plan. Distribute copies of the CASE STUDY OF A TALENTED CHILD. Read the
description of Mabel and her classroom as a group.

Explain that Mr. Logan, Mabel's teacher, has done the first three activities in
the Talent Programming Manual for math and has filled out the Math Talent
Assessment Record. Distribute the filledout copies of MABEL'S MATH TALENT
ASSESSMENT RECORD.

Ask the participants to look at Mabel's ratings on the first three activities.
As a group figure out the average score for each skill area by adding together
the scores for each skill area and dividing by three. The correct answers are
as follows:

KNOWING NUMBERS 3.7
SEEING CONNECTIONS 2.7
ABSTRACTION 3

USING MATH 2

Ask the participants to choose which of the four skill areas is the strongest
(KNOWING NUMBERS) and which is the weakest (USING MATH).

Divide the participants into small groups of not more than four people. Have the
groups pull their chairs into small circles. Distribute a blank TALENT
EDUCATION PLAN to each group. Have each group work together to fill out Mabel's
TEP from the information you have given them. Make sure that everyone
understands the four areas of focus--refer the participants to the written
definitions in the Talent Programming manual.

Discussion

After each group has completed the TEP form, ask the participants to rejoin the
larger group. Take time for each group to report what they have filled in for
each of the four areas. Discuss the suggestions and ideas presented.

Distribute copies of the SAMPLE COMPLETED TALENT EDUCATION PLAN. Discuss how it
compares to the TEPs completed by each group, keeping in mind that there are
many appropriate ways to complete a TEP.
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V. END-OF-THE-YEAR TALENT REPORT

Ask the participants to turn to the last set of forms in the Programming
Materials section, the End-of-the-Year Talent Reports.

Explain that the purpose of this torn is to be sure that the child's next
teacher is aware both of the child's special abilities and of the activities
he/she has participated in during the year to strengthen that talent.

Each End-of-the-Ycar Talent Report is made up of two or more pages. The first
page or cover page explains the child's involvement in the BOHST project, and
the second page or pages describe the child's talent(s) in more detail. There
are nine possible "second" pages, one for each talent area. On the left are
descriptions of the four skill areas within the talent and a column for
recording the final average ratings in each skill area from the Talent
Assessment Record. Also included is a "General Description of Classroom
Activities." This brief description of the talented child's activities will
give the child's next teacher a better idea of the kind of activities the child
has been involved to develope his or her talent. The right-hand side of the
page allows room for the teacher to comment on how the child performed in each
of the skill areas.

Address any questions the teachers may have about completing this form.

VI. SCHEDULING OBSERVATION/CONSULTATION TIMES

Pass out the OBSERVATION OF TALENT ACTrVITIES forms explaining that this is the
form that you will be using when you come to observe each teacher.

Each teacher needs to set a time for you to come and observe him/her teaching a
talent activity to a small group. Pass around the OBSERVATION/CONSULTATION
SIGN-UP SHEET. Make sure that you have indicated the days and times that you
are available. Have each teacher choose a time both for you to come and observe
and for a half-hour consultation. If possible, the teacher should sign up for a
conference on the same day as your observation.

Make sure that the teachers understand what will happen:

- -They will be teaching one of the first three assessment activities in a talent
area in which one of the children in their classroom has been identified.

- -You will be observing the teacher using the Observation of the Talent
Activities form which has been distributed to them.

--You will be giving them feedback on their teaching of the activity during the
conference. You will also be checking to make sure that they are filling out
the Talent Assessment Record correctly.

--During this conference, you will be setting up TEP meetings for each of the
identified children in their classroom.
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VII. WRAP-UP

Before ending, review what has been presented at the workshop:

--The Talent Programming manual was presented and reviewed.

--The built-in assessment of talent development was discussed.

--The group had an opportunity to roleplay an activitiy in the Reading Talent
area and to fill out a Talent Assessment Record.

--The Talent Education Plan was explained.

- -A case study of a child who was identified as having potential math talent was
presented and the teachers had an opportunity to develop a Talent Education
Plan for that child.

--The purpose of the End-of-the-Year Report was discussed.

- -Each teacher signed up for an observation time
activity. The teacher will be meeting with you
discuss how it went.

Before ending, ask if anyone has any questions.
up and talk to you afterwards about any concerns

Distribute the WDRKSHOP WALUATION forms and ask
and return them to you before they leave.
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After the Talent Programming Workshop

1. Visit each of the teachers at the times for which they signed up. Try to
arrive about five minutes early and ask for a space in the room from which
you will be able to sit and watch without disturbing the small group.

2. Take the following items to the observation:

- -a copy of the TALENT PROGRAMING manual
- -a copy of the OBSERVATION OF THE TALENT ACTIVITIES

3. While watching the teacher, fill out the Observation of the Talent
Activities form. Focus on writing down what the teacher is doing well. Add
specific comments and examples. If the teacher is having difficulty with a
skill, write down some suggestions.

4. Remind the teacher about the consultation before you leave. Thank him/her
for letting you watch and say something positive.

5. At the consultation, bring the Observation of the Talent Activities form to
share. Talk briefly about what you IOW. State what you saw in a positive
way. Focus on what you liked. Offer suggestions for improvement.

6. Spend some time talking about the assessment procedure and if you agreed
with the teacher's coding of the child's skills. Ask to see the Talent
Assessment Record and make sure the teacher is filling it out correctly.

7. Explain that you will be having another conference after the first three
activities are completed. At that time, you and the teacher (and the aide,
any appropriate ancillary staff, and possibly the child's parents) will be
filling out the Talent Education Plan (TEP). Make sure the teacher
understands what he/she needs to do before that meeting:

I. Teach the first three initial activities to the identified child
and rate the child on the Talent Assessment Record.

2. Average the ratings on the initial activities.

3. Fill out the top portion of the TEP and distribute a copy to
everyone who will be attending the meeting.

4. Jot down ideas for completing the TEP.
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Talent Programming Workshop

Overheads and Handouts

Reading Talent Assessment Record

Mabel's Math Talent Assessment Record

Talent Education Plan

Completed Math Talent Education Plan

Case Study of a Talented Child

Observation of Talent Activities

1 6
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Talent Education Plan

Child's Name
Teacher

Talent Area
School

Date

Skill areas that need improvement: Skill areas that need enrichment:

Plans - to be filled out at the conference Update - to be (tiled out as you

FOCUS ON THE ENVIRONMENT
Ways to change your classroom:

What you've donegoments

FOCUS ON TRE CURRICULUM
Wsys to adapt the activities:

Ullat you us done/Comments

FOCUS OU SPECIAL ACTIVITIES
Ways to enrich your program:

Ubst you ve done/Comments

FOCUS ON THE TEACHER
Ways to change yourself:
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What you've done/Comments



Went fAucation Plan

child's Name MAhot

Talent Arcs

Teacher Ed Loon

S 4" 1 -EMMal=1J1111111blialailitaln11M.M1.

Date

Skill areas chit ated improvement:

Using Math

Sidll areas chec nee4 enrichment:

g numbers

Flans - to be filled out at the con er Ce (*dot o be filled out as ye

TOM ON TUE MOM=
Ways to change your classroom:
-Set up a math corner with many kinds of counting games. an
old adding machine. cash register, pattern cards and ruler1

-Incorporate math concepts into everyday situations such as
figuring out how many things we need for snacks or %that
size container ut need to hold the toys, etc.

-Rotate oath counting oaterials. usinr simple objects which
appeal to Mabel, for example, cars too bears.

-Put up a oilp of the rpon.
FOCUS ON TUE CUILICULUM
Ways to adapt the activities:

-Once a week, after a math talent ac t 0, plan a follow-
up activity for Mabel, stressing new ways to apply the
concept learned in the activity.

-ASk Mabel to teach miath games to the other children.

-When asking Mabel questions use larger numbers and more
difficult examples.

What you've dons/Comments
-Cleared space for a oath corro
and got some interesting mat*
from local merchants for cow
games.

-Allowed the children more fro
time to explore uhatever they
are interested in.

FOCUS ON SPLCIAL ACTWITICS
Ways to enrich your propam:
-Introduce new aatn gases,

-Invite a cashier or architect to talk to the class about
now they use math in their work.

- Take a field trip to an architect's or surveyor's office.

FOCUS ON Me ItACKCa
Ways to chanp yourself:
-Take a course in oath.

-Watch a television program about patterns in nature or
numbers.
-Get some simple math game books from the library.
-Pay attention V3 how I use oath in my everyday life -
i.e.: knitting, preparing supper, sorting laundry.

122

whet you've doos/Cenments
-Rearranged my schedule so I
could work with MAbel for fivi
minutes each day.

-Asked Mabel to tell me about 1
patterns in the leaves, fabrii
and pictures I added V3 the mu
corner.
-Taught Mabel how to do dot-to.

worksheets that go up to SO.
-Worked with Mabel on si

What you've done/Comments

-Asked jam from the 1GA to vi
the class and dem3MStrAte bow
uses 4 cash register.

-Taught Mabel a new game using
graphs.

.1111
whet you've dooe/Commence

-Found a neat course - love IC
-Talked with oy teacher about
Mabel and got helpful ideas.
-Checked out some books and fot
two appropriate games.



Cane Study of a Talented Child

Mabelt Mabel is a little girl who han boon identified as
potentially talented in math. She can count to
fifty, knows all her numerals, and is beginning to
tell time. She asks a lot of questions about
numbers; for instance, how many children are loft
if five are absent on a given day. Mabel spends
a lot of time by herself and has not really formed
friendships with any of the other children.

Hcr classroom; Mabel's classroom contains 20 children. Her teacher,
Mr. Logan, has an aide and sometimes has parents in
the classroom to volunteer. Mr. Logan has never been
very good at math and has trouble understanding how
it could be interesting. In the classroom, he has
many objects around that the children could count
and a set of plastic numerals out on a shelf.
Several of the other children in Mabel's class do
not count yet. At snacktime, he asks his aide to
set the table and to put out two crackers for each
child.
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OBSERVATION OV TUE TALENT ACTIVITIES

Child's nama Teacher

Talent Area School

Lesson Date

Observer

Skills
Comments Suggestions

The group is well selectedthe
other children are able to parti-
cipate comfortably in the activity.

You have prepared well for the
activity--have all the materials
you need on hand and know the
gist of the lesson.

You present the activity clearly
and enthusiasticallymaintaining
the children's interest.

You are able to accurately assess
the talented child(ren)'s per-
formance in the four skill areas.

Skill areas and questions (note below):

1.

2.

3.

4.

You modify the activity to meet the
talented child's needs.

You provide some follow-up suggestions
to the children of ways to extend the
activity (if appropriate).
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ENVIRONMENT WORKSHOP

OV ERV IE W OF NE WORKSHOP

I. GETTING STARTED

IL. ROLE-PLAYING THE WORST AND BEST CASE

BRAINSTORMING

VI. SHARING INFORMATION FROM THE FIELD

V. TAKING IT BACK TO THE CLASSROOM

VI. SCHEDULING OBSERVATION/CONSULTATION TIMES

VI/. WRAP-UP

SUMMARY OF MATERIALS TO 13; PREPARED AND GATHERED:

1. ROLE-PLAYING CARDS AND SCRIPTS.

5 MINUTES

20 MINUTES

20 MINUTES

20 MINUTES

10 MINUTES

10 MINUTES

5 MINUTES )

2. COPIES OF THE HANDOUT BEHAVIORS WIEN TEACHING TALENTED AND GIFTED
CHILDREN.

3. COPIES OF TALENT STIMULATION IDEAS HANDOUT.

4. OVERHEAD PROJECTOR AND SCREEN.

5. CHALKBOARD AND CHALK OR LARGE PIECE OF WHITE PAPER, TAPE, AND MARKER.

6. OVERHEAD OF SOME CHARACTERISTICS OF TALENTED AND GIFTED CHILDREN.

7. SIGN-UP SHEET FOR OBSERVATIONS AND CONSULTATIONS.

8. REMINDER CARDS.

9. WORKSHOP EVALUATION FORMS
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ENVIRONMENT WORKSHOP

INSTRUCTIONS TO THE BOUT TRAINER

Before the Wbrkshop

PURPOSE

58

The purpose of thin workshop in to help the teachers change the environment ot
their clanarooms to better meet the needs of all the children including those
who may be talented or gifted. Three things that affect the environment will be
addrosned:

--The toneher'a behavior and tone when teaching.
--The classroom arrangement, including interest centers.
--The daily schedule of activities.

GETTING READY

Your job in leading this workshop includes the following:

I. Reading through these instructions at least twice.

2. Setting up the room so that everyone can soe an area where the role-playing
activity takes place.

3. Preparing th.:, following MATERIALS:

For the role-play activity:

- Role-playing cards (on separate cards write each description of the three
child characters--included at the end of this workshop).

- The scripts for the role-plays (included at the end of this workshop).
- Copies for everyone of the handout Behaviors When Teaching Gifted and

Talented Children.

For the brainstorming activity:

- Chalkboard and chalk or large piece of white paper, tape, and marker.
- Whtch or clock.
- Overhead projector and screen.
- Overhead entitled Some Characteristics of Talented and Gifted Children.

For sharing information from the field:

- Copies for everyone of the handout Talent Stimulation Ideas.

For taking it back to the classroom:

- None
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- A Workahop Evaluation form for each participant.
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At the WOrkshop

I. GETTING STARTED

60

Tell everyone whet the workshop will be aboutuplanning A classroom environment
that will work for both the children that they have identified as having talents
AM Well AU for everyone else. Explain that rou will be looking At three things
that make A big difference--

1. teaching beheviore,, especially those that affect the tone of the
claseroom-rhow positive or negative we are when WO teach.

2. the physical Arran ement In the classroom, including how materials are put
out on the she vas, thi way 67-777;-Trarranged, how different aren't of the
room are used and the development of interaat centers.

3. classroom schedule, manning both the daily schedule and special eventa.

Before you gat started, tell the teachera what in going to happen during the
workshop--

--you are going to be role-playing both an awful and a good lesson to give
them a chalice to observe and think about how teachers affect the
environment of a classroom.

0--they are going to brainstorm soma ways to change the classroom
environment.

--you are going to share some idees from the literature that they might
find helpful.

--they are going to decide what it is they want to work on in this area,
and you are going to set up a time to come nnd observe.

Ask if anyone has any questions about what is going to happen during toda.'s
workshop. After you have answered any questions go on to the next section.

II. ROLE-PLAYING THE WRST AND BEST CASE

Introduction

You will be doing two short role-plays with the teachers. The first one is an
exaggerated example of how NOT to do it. Sometimes seeing a negative example
can help people see what is different about a positive example. The second
role-play will show a positive example of how to teach a lesson.

Tell the teachers that you are going to try two different role-plays in order to
look at how teacher behavior affects how children feel. Explain that the first
role-play will show an awful lesson and the second one will show a good lesson.

Give each teacher a copy of the handout called BEHAVIORS WREN TEACHING GIFTED
AND TALENTED CHILDREN. Go over these with the teachers, discussing each of the
behaviors listed. Tell the teachers to use these handouts to jot down notes
about what they see during the role-play.

Role-Play

Explain that you are going to be the teacher. Ask for three volunteers to be
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the children. Give each volunteer d ROLE-PLAY CARD with information about what
he or ahe to euppooed to do. Make mime you know who to playing Shelia, Lorrie,
end Willie. Show them where they are to att.

Sample ecripte for the role-pleye dee ilcluded with thin workehop.

Feel tree to improviee and nue your own ianguage during the role-play. Notice
that there are nom piece§ where you will have to reopond to mouthing aomeone
elne eeya. Since thin can change, you will have to decide what to nay when you
hear it. Remember your character. For the (trot role-play, your character in s
difficult and impatient preeehool teacher. For the necond role-play, your
character to a poultive and energetic preochool teacher.

Now do the rule-plays. Have fun with them and be a little oilly.

Diecumaion

Now have everyone reflect on what they new and whet they felt during the
role-plays. Ask both the participenta end the obaerveru. Talk about the
teaching behaviore listed on the about you handed out. Aek the group to Adme
exempted of the diX teaching behavioro.

Talk about how them) teaching beheviora affect the environment or the overall
feeling of the clasnroom. How do children change in response to these different
teaching behaviors?

III. BRAINSTORMING

Introduction

Just as there are special optimum characteristics and behaviors for teachers of
the gifted and talented, there are special adaptations needed in the classroom
to best meet the needa of talented children.

Explain that the teachers are going to talk about ways to change the environment
of their classrooms to meet the needs of the talented children while keeping in
mind the needs of all the children. You will be leading them through a
brainstorming activity to devise ways to adapt their classroom concentrating on
three areas--

--changing the phyaical arrangement
--changing the schedule of events
--changing their own behavior

Before starting, put up the overhead called SOME CHARACTERISTICS OF TALENTED AND
GIFTED CHILDREN. Review these traits. As you read each characteristic, ask the
teachers to raise their hands if they notice these traits in the children they
have identified. Re sure to mention that not all talented and gifted children
will have all of these traits. This is just a list of some things that might
appear.

Leave this overhead up during the brainstorming session to help people think of
ideas for changing the environment in ways to accommodate these traits.
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hroinstormine oeoeion
11.44,

Remind the group of the f0104 of hrainotormingt

1. All anowera are acceptable.

2. Avoid commenting about other people§ ideae, Inetead uoe their ideeo to come
up with more ideao youreelf.

1. Plenty of time io needed. A long palm doeen't moan everyone is done.
Sometime:I the beat ideaa come after a long oilence.

Divide the chalkboard or large piece of paper into three parts and label;

YOUR ROOM YOUR SCHEDULE YOURSELF

Aa people :magma ideon, you will he writing them in the three columna. The
ideas can relate to any of the eleven traits of children listed on the overhead.

Leave yourself plenty of room to write.

When everyone runs nut of ideas, tell them you weet each Of them tO come up with
at least one more. Wit one minute (60 ascends by your watch) and then go
around one more time snd ask each person to make one more suggestion.

Thank everyone for their ideas.

IV. SHARING INFORMATION FROM 111E FIELD

Now it is time to shore some ideas from the professional literature about ways
to change the classroom environment to meet the needs of telented children.

Distribute the handout TALENT STIMULATION IDEAS which Lista dOMO suggeetions for
encouraging talent in young children. Review the handout with the teachers by
pointing out important information from each of the six categorieslearning
centers, self-directed activities, displays and performances, use of outside
resources, creativity development, and problem-solving prectice. In each area
be sure to explain what it means and why it id important for stimulating talent
as wall AM discussing some of the tips for implementing it. in the classroom.
When you mention things that people brought up during the brainstorming, tlimind
them that they already came 4p with this idea themselves. Compliment them on
thinking of the same idea ad the experts in the field.

V. TAKING IT BACK TO THE CLASSROOM

Remind everyone that they heard many idens for making changes in their classroom
environment to meet the needs of talented children. Included in these ideas are
ways to change the physical arrangement, the schedule of activities, and
themselves. Now ask each of them to think of ono or two ways that they would
like to change their classroom environment. These goals may include some major
adjustments such as the following:

--be more positive with the children
--use learning centers
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v*osheile 4 more open claeeroom
--have ongoing indopondeot projecto.

If they have more than one. goal, At* OW! tO 1110( the ono they th1 m4 iyjyt
importent.

Wow ask them to try to think of a minor change to start with--a aimple, email
j2LI that they could get dono within the Deet week, Explain that if they try to
do too much At once, it will be harder to change. If they pick eomothing thoy
can h404 Suce044 at, th n they wilt feel better and be able to do more in the
long run.

'or instance, if thoy ossid they wanted to start using learning centers, have
them think of one thing they could do in the next week to got sterted. An
example might be one of these ideas:

--Decide on tho topic for the first learning center.
--Decide on the area of the room.
--Start gathering metertale tn A box.
--Send a note around to other tftechsrs to sok for narsrtols.
--Go to the library to look for pictures end hooks on the topic.

If they hove decided on a goal for themselves, ouch 40 to be more positive with
children, then soma small obi: might bo no follows:

--To give more praise to children during small group time.
--To figure out 4 way to remind themselves to do this (putting up 4 poster,
Asking the children to raise their hand each time they hear the teacher
say something good about them, keeping track for themselves by putting
tally marks in the corner of the lesson plan).

The amall jobs should ho something they complete by the time you come to Yieit
again. Explain that you wilt be watching for the change they are working on and
will give them feedback on what you sue. After the observarion, you wilt
discuss what you noticed tn this goal area and talk about the next small
job.

VI. SCREUULING OBSERVATION/CONSULTATION TIKES

Explain that each teacher needs to schedule An observation time with you. Pass
around the OBSERVATION/CONSULTATION SIGN-UP SHEET. Be sure that you have
indicated the days and times that you are available.

Give each teacher a REMINDER CARD to complete and take with them. Ask each
teacher to write down the small job they want to accomplish on the Reminder
Card. Be sure you know what they are so that you can look for their
accomplishment when you observe.

VII. WRAP-UP

Review what was accomplished at the workshop:

--The teachers participated in a role-playing activity which characterized
good and bad teaching.
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12 #orti ur th# tioadwrs it thu t1 tai uhtzh they 4147#e4 Ivy Ea
4frive! 4694( 1100 04041.44 daffy and ask tor 4 4104c0 14 th0 f444 true Wile*
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TEACHER: Terrific answer. Sheila said that a fence is found on a farm and she
told us why it is there--to keep the animals in so they don't wander onto the
road and get hit by a car.

LORRIE: I saw a dead raccoon on the road.

TEACHER: Yes, animals get hit by cars. That's why it's a good idea to keep
them fenced in.

WILLIE: If a car hit a cow, the car would get smashed. (Makes smashing noise)
All the people would get hurt. If a car hit a pig, the pig would make a real
mess. I'm going to drive around that pig (Pretends to be driving--holding
steering wheel. Makes swerving motion and noise.)

TEACHER: Willie has thought of another animal that lives on a farm and that the
farmer keeps inside a fence. Willie, do you want to tell us about a pig or
about something else that you might see on a farm?

WILLIE: I had another idea.

TEACHER: Great. Let's hear it.

WILLIE: Wb could build a barn and a silo out of boxes and make a whole farm
right here. I could make little clay animals.

TEACHER: You thought of a lot of things, Willie. Why does a farmer have a silo
on the farm?

WILLIE: To go inside and shout and make an echo.

TEACHER: What might the farmer keep inside the silo?

(Sheila raises her hand slightly)

TEACHER: Sheila?

SHEILA: Crops.

TEACHER: Right! All kinds of crops that the farmer is saving. Let's make a list
of these.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE THREE CHILD CHARACTERS

SHY SHEILAYou hesitate a long time before answering. You have good answers
and a lot of information, but are very shy about responding.

LOUD LORRIE--You speak in a loud voice and have trouble waiting your turn. As
soon as a question is asked, you raise your hand or try to answer.
You have a lot of information, but often misunderstand the
question.

WILD WILLIEYou come up with some different ideas that no one else has thought
of. Once you get an idea, you are able to think of many more.
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Environment Workshop
Overheads and Handouts

Behaviors When Teaching Gifted

and Talented Children Handout

Talent Stimulation Handout (6j

Some Characteristics of Talented

and Gifted Children Overhead
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BEHAVIORS WEN TEACHING TALE/MD/GIFTED CHILDREN

Listed below are some characteristics exhibited by teachers who are successful at teaching the gifted. Along witheach characteristic are some descriptions of the behaviors a teacher might use.

CHAWCTERISTICS
BEHAVIORS

Sansttive 1.

2.

3.

4.

Understanding that talented/gifted children may set urirealistically high stand-
ards for themselves.

Knowing that these children may have problems interacting wdth peers. Encouraging
the develcpmant of social skills.

Perceiving that these children are often unusually sensitive and helping them work
through their feelings.

Helping children to discover their limitations.

Gocd Self-Concept 1. Maintaining cne's confidence in the face of daily questioning and challenges.

2. Adnitting that ycu don't know.

3. Encouraging self-expression.

4. Involving children in decision making.

Flexible 1. Encouraging different answers, new ideas.

2. Encouraging variety in the usc of time, space, and materials.

3. Providing a wealth of materials at different levels.

4. Aalowing alternative ways of doing things.

Enthusiastic, Stipulating 1. Maintaining a high level cf interest in the children's activities.

2. Caving help when needed in seeking addttional information.

3. Sustaining the children's interest while you are teaching by physically moving
through the roam, varying your tone of voice, and using different techniques or
approaches.

4. Fraising smiling, laughing, and showing authentic feelings.

Challenging 1. Asking high order questions - such as in the detective, inventor and judge
activities.

2. Leading children to discover and solve problem.

3. Encouraging long tenm and indepth investigations of special interests.

4. Adapting material to individual needs.

5. Gaving children leadership roles.

6. Exposing children to new experiences - eg: field trips, experts in the field.

Good Sense of HLmor 1. Saeing the humor in situations.

2. Accepting way-out answers. Laughing Wth the children.

3. Mbdeling humorous responses yourself.
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TALENT STIMULATION IDEAS

Below are six major categories of ideas for stimulating the development of
talent in general. Each category includes a definition of the area, an
explanation of its importance, and tips for implementing it in the classroom.

1. LEARNING CENTERS

WHAT? A learning center is usually an area of the room which is set aside
for independent discovery and exploration. It can'be any space
available ranging from a corner, a desk, some drawers, a table, or
whatever space is available. In this space material is set out
attractively, often with simple directions that children can follow
on their own. Children can do things like build, mix, and experiment
or learn about things by looking, listening, and touching.

WHY? Since intellectual curiosity and a strong motivation to learn are
among the characteristics of many talented children, learning centers
provide an opportunity for these children to explore new areas at
their own pace.

TIPS

-- Start with a center on a topic that interests you as well as the
children.

-- Set up an area where children can learn about a particular topic
(for instance, growing plants, magnets, or elephants).

-- Set up an area where children could do a certain activity
independently. Some examples might be painting, making play
dough, playing a record, listening to a story tape, etc.

-- Before opening the learning center, talk to the children about how
to use it and what the rules are.

-- Place the learning center in an area where the noise level is
appropriate (for instance, don't place a music center next to a
reading center.

-- Rotate materials frequently to keep the learning center
interesting.

-- Keep the materials in good condition.
-- Make sure there's enough space to perform the activitiy. For

instance, it would be difficult for children to mix play dough on
the same table with a display of books without getting flour on
the books.

-- Make the rules for the center clear from the beginning.
-- Arrange simple set-up and clean-up procedures that the children

can do on their own,

-- Decide how many children can be in the center at one time and how
to control the flow of children in and out of the learning center.
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2. SELF-DIRECTED ACTIVITIES

WHAT? Self-directed activities are projects children undertake on their own
either by themselves or with one or two other children.

WRY? Since research has indicated that gifted children are often
independent, resourceful, and have many interests, the encouragement
of self-directed activities in the classroom is important. By
allowiing dhildren to pursue special interests, the teacher
encourages them to conduct indepth investigations of topics which
interest them.

TIPS --

-- Supply books and information which may be needed.
-- Keep assorted junk on hand such as:

wood scraps
boxes
cardboard rolls
fabric scraps
broken appliances
paper ncraps
egg cartons

-- Reserve an area of the room for long-term projects. If you have
two sessions of children, it is especially important to store
projects where they will not be disturbed.

.Be sure to schedule some time each day for children to work on
projects.

-- Be alert to indications that the child might be interested in a
specific topic, and help direct the child's interest, if
necessary.
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3. DISPLAYS AND PERFORMANCES

WRAT? Displays and performances create opportunities for exhibiting the
children's talents. They can be actual performances, exhibits of
work, or classroom discussions.

WHY? The development of a positive selfconcept is extremely important if
children are to fully develop their talents. One technique that
teachers can use to encourage talent development is to allow children
to exhibit their work, either through attractive displays or through
their performances.

TIPS

-- Display artwork and other projects in an attractive way.. For
instance, putting a piece of construction paper under sculpture
can make it look even better.

-- Discuss their work with the children and label it appropriately.
-- Give Children opportunities to show their work and to talk about

it.

Invite other classes and parents to watch performances.
-- Have a project fair and invite other classes and parents to come.
-- Encourage children to perform. Ideas of performances might

include:

a rehearsed performance of a story or play created by the
children, a dance with music, or a gymnastics routine.
a puppet show
singing or playing an instrument
giving a speech

Help children prepare for the performance by encouraging them to
use invitations, scenery, costumes, lighting, props, and programs.

-- Help children rehearse for the performance, including a dress
rehearsal.

-- Prepare the audience. Tell them how the performance was created
and what is expected of them as the audience.
When you ask children about something they have made, say "Tell me
about what you did" or "Tell me about your picture," rather than
asking "Uhat is it?" The picture or sculpture naed not represent
any particular thing.
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4. CREATIVITY DEVELOPMENT

WHAT? Creativity has been defined as the ability to have many ideas, to
have different ideas, to have complex ideas, or to have original
ideas.

WHY? Children with talent in this area need encouragement and freedom from
criticism in order for their talent to be developed. They also need
opportunities to think of many different answers to questions and
solutions to problems.

TIPS
-- Ask open-ended questions with lots of possible answers.
-- Give children time to think, to plan, to dream.
-- Encourage unusual answers.
-- Allow children to explore materials without having a specific

assignment.
-- When children have an idea, ask them to elaborate about it.

Encourage them to supply many details and specifics. By asking
questions, you may help children extend their ideas.

-- Do something creative yourself. Model creativity by painting
something, wTiting, dancing, or singing. Share your creation with
the children.

-- Creativity may be seen in four different ways:
- how many ideas children have
- how different these ideas are from one another
- how complex or elaborate their ideas are
- how original or unique their ideas are
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5. PROBLEM SOLVING PRACTICE

WRAT? Problem solving is the chance to put together ideas to come up with
an answer to a problem.

WRY? Because talented ehildren are often perceptive and empathetic, they
may be better able to understand problems and what causes them. They
need practice in learning to solve problems. Problem solving is a
way to develop creativity (thinking of original solutions) and
critical thinking skills.

TIPS --

-- Allow the children to think of solutions to classroom problems
such as:

- clean-up during free play
- hitting on the playground
- two people wanting to be the leader
- rotating classroom jobs
- problems with materials (broken crayons or paints getting

mixed up)

-- It helps to first talk through the situation and decide what the
problem is.

-- Have the children brainstorm as many solutions to a problem as
possible. Wtite the ideas down and read them hack to the
children.

-- Evaluate the answers. Come up with a list of considerations for
the children to use. Some considerations might be:

- Is it possible?
- Is it fair?
- Will the idea solve the problem?

-- Have tht 0hildren help think of a plan to put the solution into
practice. Wtite the plan, being careful to include who, when,
how, and where.

-- Put the plan into practice, implementing the ideas devised by the
children.



6. USE OF ouTswe RESOURCES

WHAT? Outside resources may be people or places in the community that can
provide additional information which isn't normally available in the
classroom.

WHY? Talented children need to have their curiosity satisfied and their
horizons expanded in as many areas as possible. Exposing them to new
topics may arouse an interest which they will wish to pursue in
depth.

SOHE EXAMPLES OF POSSIBLE RESOURCES:

TIPS

PEOPLE: musicians
athletes
tailors
newscasters
veterinarians
farmers
bakers
people from other countries
people with hobbies
artists
carpenters

wag..

PLACES: library
empty lot
city hall
construction sites
museum
factory
laboratory
newspaper press
art studio
computer store
hospital
radio or TV station

-- Some guests will only be comfortable working with a small group of
children rather than the whole class.

-- Suggest to the guest that it may be helpful to bring a prop which
illustrates their presentation.

-- Discuss with rhe Children thn type of behavior that is appropriate
when a guest is presenting material. (Have this discussion before
the guest arrives!)

-- Before a trip, prepare the children by talking about where you are
going and what you will see.

-- After the trip, dizcuss what you have seen. Use any materials or
pictures from the trip as part of a display or learning center.

-- When planning a trip, call ahead and make,specific arrangements.
Find out what the children will be doing and seeing. Get the name
of the person who will be your guide.

-- Model appropriate questions when on a field trip or during a guest
presentation thus helping the children to think of questions and
demonstrating the right level of questioning for the guest or
guide.
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SOME CHARACTERISTICS OF TALENTED AND GIFTED CHILDREN

1. CURIOUS-ASKS LOTS OF QUESTIONS

2. REFLECTIVE-THINKS ABOUT THINGS AWHILE BEFORE ANSWERING

3. IMPULSIVE-SAYS AND DOES THINGS WITHOUT THINKING

4. LEARNS FASTER THAN OTHERS IN THE CLASS-MAY BECOME BORED

5. LOTS OF INTERESTS--IS INTERESTED IN A VARIETY OF THINGS

6. HAS A LOT TO SAY-HAS MANY IDEAS

7. CREATIVE-COMES UP WITH WILD AND UNUSUAL IDEAS

8. CRITICAL OF OTHER PEOPLE AND SELF--CAN SAY SOME HURTFUL THINGS
--MAY BE HARD ON SELF

9. SENSITIVIT. -'"N FEELINGS HURT
THINGS HARD

10. SENSE OF HUMOR--CAN BE FUNNY OR

11. INDEPENDENT--WANTS TO DO THINGS
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O.

General Programming for all Head Start Parents:

Detective, Inventor, and Judge Thinking for the Home
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GENERAL PROGRAMMING WORKSHOP POR ALL HEAD START PARENTS

Deteettee, inventor, and Judge Making tor the Hone

CA7E15, IEW OF in tORXSHOP

I. GETTING STARTED

U. INTRODUCTION TO sourrue BIG PICTURE

Itt. INTRODUCTION TO GENERAL PROGRAMMING

IV. ADULT DETECTIVE =rimy

V. MATERIALS FOR TRE Hate

. Vt. meAP-UP

MOWRY of MATERIALS 10 SE PREPARED AND GATHERED:

5 mans

to 'omits

10 MINUTES

15 MINUTES

10 MINUTES

5 mums

I. A LIST OF ALL THE HEAD START CHILDREN AND THEIR PARENTS
2. DETECTIVE BADGE NAME TAGS FOR mcm PARENT AND FELT-TIP PENS
3. CHALK AND CHALKBOAED OR LARGE PAPER AND MARKER
4. MEDIUM-SIZED CARDSOARD BOX MR TREAT INSIDE
5. COLORED POSTERS OF DELORES, IVAN, AhT JULIUS
6. BOOKLET OF DEMME, INVENTOR, MD JUDGE ACTIVITIES fOR TEE floME fox EACH

FAMILY

PREPARATION CHECKLIST POR PARENT WORKSHOP:

EVERYONE NOTIFIED OF TIME AND PLACE?
ROOM SET UP lara CAMS, TABLES, LICHT, HEAT, ac.1
ALL mATERIALS GATHERED?
READ INFORMATION TO SE PRESENTED?
REREAD INFORMATION TO SE PRESENTED?
REVIEWED DETECTIVE LESSON TO BE PRESNYED?
PRACTICED 14101.4 IORKSRoP?

YES TO ALL? THEN YOU ARE READY!!!

I c;
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GENERAL PROGRAMMING WORKSHOP POR ALL HEAD START PARENTS

INSTRUCTIONS TO THE BOHST TRAINER

Before the workshop

PURPOSE

The purpose of this workshop in to acquaint all the parents in the program with
the BOHST Project and to prepare them to use the General Programming materials
for the home.

GETTING READY

Your job in leading this workshop includes the following:

1. Sending out letters to all Head Start parents telling them about BOHST and
inviting them to this meeting. These should he sent out about two weeks before
the workshop. Reminders should be sent home a day or two before the workshop.

2. Reading through these instructions at least twice before the workshop.

3. Preparing the following MATERIALS:

For the getting started section :

- -A list of all the Head Start children and their parents.
- -Detective badge name tags for each parent and felt-tip pens (sample

nametags are included with the first teacher workshop entitled
Introduction to BOHST and Detective Thinking Workshop).

For the introduction to BOHST section :

--Chalkboard and chalk or large paper and marker.

For introduction to general programming :

--Colored posters of Delores, Ivan, and Julius (black and white posters
which can be colored are included in the General Programming manual for
teachers).

For the adult detective activity :

--A medium-sized cardboard box with a lid.
--Donuts or other treat placed in the box as your mystery surprise.

For the materials for the home section :

--Copies of the DETECTrVE, INVENTOR, AND JUDGE ACTrVITIES FOR THE HOME
bookletsone for each parent.
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At the Workuhop

I. GETTING STARTED

72

An people come in

Give everyone a detective name tng and have them print their names en them. Keep
track of who is at the meeting no you will know which parents still need to
receive the booklotR called Detective, Inventor and Judge Activities for the
Home after tho workshop. Do not give the parents these bookleto until the last
part of thin workshop under the Materiala for the Home section.

After everyone is seated

Take time at the beginning of the workshop for introductions.

Explain to the parents that the workshop will have three parts:

1. In the first part you will be telling about BOHST

-- What it ia

-- How their child will be involved
-- What their part will be

2. In the second part, you will be talking about general programming, which is
the part of BOHST that involves all the children. They will have a chance
to try an activity themselves.

3. In the third part, they will receive the general programming materials for
parents to use at home. Hold up the booklet DETECTIVE, INVENTOR, AND JUDGE
ACTIVITIES FOR THE HOME. Explain that you will give them some time to look
these over later and to ask questions.

Before going on, ask if anyone has any questions.

II. INTRODUCTION TO BOHST--THE BIG PICTURE

The goal of this section is to give the parents some basic information about
BOHST. Ideally you should give them this information during a discussion that
allows them to ask questions and share ideas.

Tell the parents that you are going to spend about 10 minutes talking
about the BOHST project. Here is a list of ideas you might want to
share.

1. Discuss the fact that each child has different strengths. Parents may have
noticed that their child is very good at doing some things and not so good
at others. For example, their child may find counting easy but have a hard
time staying on a balance beam. Or maybe their child draws great pictures
but is shy in front of other people. Some children's strengths will later
develop into true talents or gifts, some will remain just areas of strength.

2. Give the background for BOHST. For a number of years, researchers at the
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Univernity of Minot(' directed by Dr. Merle B. Kernel) have been etudying
children'n tnlente and developing materials to help young children develop their
Lateen. In 1984-85, Dr. Kamm received n grnnt from the Adminintration for
Children, Youth, end Families (ACYF) to develop the BORST project.

3. Explain that the acronym BORST standn for;

BRINGING OUT HEAD START TALENTS

(Write thin on the chalkboard.)

The purpose of the BORST project in to help Head Start children develop their
strengths and talenta.

Give an overview of BORST process, explaining the following three steps:

BORST has three parts. The first part is called general programming. Explain
to the parents that the teachers have boon learning some ways to help all
children become better thinkers. Their children are already doing some of the
activities in their classrooms to develop their thinking skills. Before the end
of the workshop, the parents will receive their own booklet of generel
progamming activities to do with their children at home to help them become
better thinkers.

The second part is called identification. The purpose of this part is to select
those children who show outstanding talents or potential talent in one or more
areas. Be sure to explain that it is impossible to determine with certainty
which children are truly talented, especially at the preschool level before
children have often had the experiences necessary to fully develop and
demonstrate their talents. The project uses information from the people who
know the children best, their parents and their teachers, to assess children's
skills as accurately as possible. During this part the parents will be asked to
complete a checklist about their child's strengths or interests. This
information, along with information from the child's teacher and observations by
the BORST trainer, will be used to select the children with the strongest areas
of potential talent.

These identified children will be the focus of the last part of BOHST, called
talent programming. This part will include working with the selected children
in one or more of the six talent areas or their subdivisions. These talent
areas are as follows (you may want to list these areas on the chalkboard or
paper):

intellectual
creativity

leadership
visual and performing arts (art and music)
academic talent (math, science, and reading)
psychomotor
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5. In summary, all the parente are an tmportant part of the BOUT prom's in two
waynt

(a) Trying the general programming activities for the home that they are
going to receive at thin workshop. In thin way, they can help their
children develop their ability to think and solve problems.

(b) Completing a parent checklist about their child'a atrengtha and
interests.

The parents of the selected or identified children will be naked to further
participate by doing fume activities at home to develop talent.

INTRODUCTION TO GENEPAL PROGRAMMING

Remind the parents that general programming is designed for all the children in
Head Start. In the classroom, the teachers are helping the children learn to
use three new kinds of thinking akills. Activities related to these three
thinking skills are also what is included in the materials the parents will be
getting to use at home.

Explain that first you are going to talk about these three kinds of thinking and
tell them about what the children are learning. Then they will get a chance to
try one kind of thinking themselves as part of an activity.

Explain to the parents that the three kinds of thinking, called Detective,
Inventor, and Judge thinking, are based on the three kinds of thinking
identified by J.P. Guilford in his model called the Structure of the Intellect.
To help teachers, children, end parents learn and remember these three kinds of
thinking, the BOHST staff developed a character to represent each kind of
thinking.

Detective Thinking

Introduce Delores Detective by holding up her picture. Tell the parents that
Delores Detective is the character who represents detective thinking. Delores
helps teach the children to think like detectives. Detectives take several
clues and put them together to come up with one right answer. Delores also has
a cue or hand motion that she uses to signal the children to think like
detectives--they turn up their collars on their pretend trench coats and they
put on their detective badges.

Demonstrate this movement and ask the parents to try it too.

Explain that detective thinking is important because many things children will
be asked to do in school involve this kind of thinking. Examples include
answering riddles, solving arithmetic problems, even being a good reader.

Inventor Thinking

Now hold up the picture of Ivan. Tell the parents that Ivan the Inventor uses a
different kind of thinking than Delores. He is very creative and comes up with
lots of ideas or solutions to a problem. Ivan is the character who represents
inventor thinking. Ivan helps the children become more creative by telling them
to put on their inventor spectacles in order to see things in a new way.
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Demonetrete how Ivan taken hin npectnclen out of hin lah coat pocket and placen
them on hin fnce. Ank the Nitwits tu try it, too.

Explain that leventor thinking in important becanne it in needed whenever
children create something new, such am a story, a play, a picture or a song. It
ie also an important part of problem solving--you are more likely to come up
with a workable solution if you are able to think of late of possible solutions.

udge Thinking

Now hold up Julius's picture. Tell the parents that Julius the Judge ia the
character uued to teach the children how to mnke decisions. Julius ta used to
introduce the word "conaiderations" to the children. Conaideratione are the
criteria or things you need to think about when making a decision. For
instance, when you are deciding what to wear in the morning, you might have
theno considerations--

What the weather in supposed to he that day
What clothea are clean
What you will be doing that dny
What you feel like wearing

Usually, as adults, we automatically think of the considerations necessary in
making a decision. However, children need practice in bnsing their decisions on
considerations rather than whims.

We are all aware of how important making decisions is--not just for children but
for all of us throughout our lives. Children who are good at making judgements
will he successful at many school tasks, such as picking the best answer from
many choices, thinking critically about what they have learned, and solving
problems.

The cue that Julius uses to remind the children to think like judges ia to put
his finger to his brow and ank, "Uhat are the considerations?" Demonstrate and
ask the parents to do it with you.

IV ADULT DETECTIV E ACTIV ITY

rhe goal of this section is to give the parents an idea of what one of the kinds
of thinking is like--in this case, detective thinking.

1. Explain to the parents what you are going to be doing next--giving them a
chance to try nut an adult activity that uses detective thinking. Explain
that they are going to get a chance to practice detective thinking like
Delores Detective. The purpose of this activity is to help them see how it
feels to think like a detective and to have some fun.

2. Show the parents the mystery box with the surprise treats hidden inside.
Tell the parents that you want them to pretend to be detectives like
Delores. Encourage everyone to repeat the cue for detective
thinking--turning up their collars and putting on their detective badges.
Describe the activity:

--I have something secret hidden inside this mystery box. Your job is to
guess what is in it.
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--You may only Auk for clune or lefermation about, whnt'u Weide the box.
--You can nek only yea/no questions.
--You cannot gueen what ie in the box entIl the ond.

3. Begin tho activity. Give the firnt clue, "It fitn in the box." Encourage
everyone to nnk for informntion. If people guenn, remind them to only oak
for clue's. Remind them to ank quentionn that can he anawered with ti yzu or
no.

4. After everyone hnn had nt lenut one chance to ank for a clot), give them 4
chnnce to guens Wait ie in the box.

5. Open the box nnd nhow everyone what in Chore. Give everyone a treat to
enjoy.

Discussion

Ank the parenta to talk about the kind of thinking they used in the activity.
Explain that In ROUST this kind of thinking in called detective thinking. It is
alno called convergent productive thinking. They put neveral pieces of
information together and came up with the one right /mower to the mystery.

Point out that the children have been doing a very similar kind of thinking. Auk
them if they had a good feeling when they figured out the right answer or came
close to the right answer. Explain that children may have thin same good
fooling when they come up with the answer from looking at the clues.

V. MATERIALS FOR THE HOME

Give each parent a copy of the booklet, DETECTVVE, INVENTOR, AND JUDGE
ACTIVITIES FOR THE HOME. As they look at these booklets, point out the
following things:

I. These activities are meant to be done with their children at different times
during the day. Some can be done at dinner time, some at bedtime, some at
bathtime, etc. The activities are short and designed to fit in with their
normal routines.

2. Point out that the introductory pages give some general information about
the materials. The back of the cover tells who wrote and developed the
materials. The second card is for the parents to read before they try the
activities.

3. Each of the three kinds of thinking activities is in a different color. An
introduction to each kind of thinking is at the beginning of each section.
Point out that the picture of Delores is in the corner of each blue card;
Ivan is in the corner of each yellow card; and Julius is in the corner of
each green card.

4. Each activity has a cartoon to help explain what the activity is about.

5. Parents may do the activities in any order they choose. It is okay to skip
some activities, and it is all right to do activities over again if the
children like them.
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VI, WRAP-UP
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Review what happened during the workshop:

--The parent:: heard nbout the ROUT project in gen ral end how their child will
be involved.

--They leArned more about general programming, che firut part of the WHIST
proceen which involve:: all the children, end the three kinde of thinking it
involves.

--They tried their hand at A detective activity to get An idea of how detective
thinking feeln.

--They received a copy of the DETECTIVE, INVENTOR, AND JUDGE AcTruales FOR THE
ROHE booklet no that their children can practice the three kinds of thinking
at home.

Ask the parente if they have any quentione about the information or Activities
you shared with them. Thank them for their attendance and participation in the
workshop.
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Aft-dr tho P4ront Wbrkohop

1. Mack over your lint of all the Heed Start childree 4nd their perento to oleo

who did not ettend the workehop nod thou did not receive a copy of the
Detective, Inventor, and Judge Activitien for the Home booklot.

2. Ututribute o copy of the Detective, inventor, and Judge Activitiou for the
Home booklet to (Inch family who did not yet receive one.

1. If pondible, follow up on the workehop by talking with pdrentn ebout how
they are implementing the activitien at home. Annwer dny quentione they may
have.
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Workshop for Parents of the Identified Children:

Talent Programming for the Home
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WORKSHOP 1."OR PARENTS OF THE IDENTIFIED CHILDREN

Talent Programming tor the Nome

MERV IEW OF THE WOKSHOP

14 GETtING STAarm

LI. TALKING ABOUT KOHST

III. EXPLAINING THE PARENT'S ROLE AT HOME

DJ. LOOKING TOWRD THE FUTURE

V. WAP-UP

SUMMARY OF MATERIALS TO BE PREPARED AND GATHEKED1

5 MINUTES

15 MINUTES

25 MINUTES

15 MINUTES

5 MINUTES

I. NAME TAGS, FILLED OUT AND COLOR-COORDINATED BY TALENT AREA(S). (If the
parente child in identified in more than one area, prepare two name taga or
a bi-colored one.)

2. CHALKBOARD AND CHALK OR TWO LARGE PIECES OF PAPER, TAPE, AND A MARKER.

3. NINE LARGE PIECES OF PAPER AND NINE MARKERS.

4. COPIES OF THE TALENT ACTIVITIES FOR THE HOME BOOKLETS.

5. COPIES OF THE PARENT NEEDS ASSESSMENT (to bo used by the teccher or ytairaelf
during the parent interview or home viait following the workshop.
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WORKSHOP FOR PARENTS Of THE toomittio CHILDREN

INSTRUCTIONS TO THE BMW TRAINER

Before the Workohop

PURPOSE

The porpoee of thin workehop le to give information to the parenta of the
identified children about the BOOST plan for developing talents, which iecluden
the following:

- -how their child wan identified and what It meana
- -what in happening in the Head Start clasuroom with the identified children
--what the parente role tn BOHST will be
--how tho Taloot Aetivitiea for tho Homo aro to 1)o ua04
--whet the parente role will be next year when their child scams kindergerten

GETTING READY

Your job in lending thia workahop includee the following!

1. Sanding out announcements to the parents explaining that their child has been
identified 4nd inviting them to this mooting. These ahould bo tient out about
two %multi* before the workshop. Reminders should he sent home a day or two
before the workshop.

2. Rending through these instructions at least twice before the workshop.

3. Preparing tho following materials:

For th° eulas_LtarIsit_niLaa

--Name tags, already filled out 4nd color-coordinated by talent are4(s).

For the talking about BOHST section

--Chalkboard and chalk or two large pieces of white paper and marker

For the role of the parents at home section

--Nine large pieces of paper 4nd nine markers
--Talent Activities for the Hone booklets, enough copies so that each parent
can have a booklet for his/her child's talent aregs)

4. Arrange for who will be talking w!th the parents of each identified child
following this workshop. The child's teacher, the parent coordinator, or
possibly yourself will need to complete a Parent Needs Assessment during a
home visit or a telephone interview with the parents. A copy of the Parent
Needs Assessment fore and instructions for parenting it are included at tha
and of this workshop.
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At the Wrkshop

I. (+KITING STARTED

tiptoed oot the prepared nemetego on A table dt the ontrence. Ao people enter,
4tA them to find their 0440 Lego and pot them oe. To (start the workohop,
expletn that th4 0440 tago Are color-coordinated and toll the parento which
color identitiea each Wont. Then take time for introdoctiono, Aok parento go
414te their own 04%4, their child'a name, and the eree(o) of teleet in which
their child heo been ideotified.

Explain to the parento that the workshop Vili have three parts!

1. In the (trot part, you will be explaining why the parento have been invited
to the meeting, what it means for their child to be identified in ROOST, and
whist the role of the parento will be.

2. In the oeconj part you will be talking about tbo role of the perents and how
they con help at home.

1. In the third pert, you will be talking about the futurenext year when their
child goon to the public achool. You will be talking about (woe wayo to help
their child by talking to the teachers and adminiatrators aheut what hag
happened in 40113T.

Before going on, aok if anyone hoe any queotions.

II. TALKING ABOUT SUOST--UHAT IT MEANS TO HAVE BEEN IDENTIYIED

The goal of this section id to give the parents 4040 basic information about
ROHST and particularly about the identificetion process. Shore the information
with parents in a manner wbich ancouregee them to interact In the dlocussion by
asking questions and making comments.

Include the following information:

I. Review general programmiog. Remind the parents that their children's
teachers have sant home information about BORST (Bringing Out Head Start
Talents) and that they all received a SOHST booklet celled DETECTIVE,
INVENTOR, AND JUDGE ACTIVITIES FOR THE HOME. Give them an opportunity to
dinettes how they used the booklets at home.

2. Discuss the SOHST identification process that was used. Remind the parents
of their participation In the identification process when they completed the
queetionnaire on their child's interests and abilities. Let them know that
all tha Head Start teachers also completed a checklist about the children in
their classroom'. Tell them that you helped the teacher put all this
information together to select some children who may have some talent in one
or more areas.

Especially point out to the parents that it is difficult to tell if a child
is talented atmx age, but it ts especially difficult during the preschool
years. Because-1We children are so young, it makes more sense to say that
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h4Ve Xetent141 t4lente tather 01411 tO 44y t
specific telooto.

4t thoy 0,(041ty 44v0

tie 4Wre tOat the paronto undorstend tho 41(toroheo botvooh (410tit 444
otenttal Wont, Tho hOH4T philosophy is Oat it le bettor to Ovaf identify

ci Oen than to riek neglecting 4 ehild'a 41'04 Or strength. Kaplain
10'elOX ot the childroo in the claae were identified 44 ti4V104 potential
talents

le Write tlt4 4r444 Of telent that aro included in hO45T Qn th- chalkboard (ur
paper) and osplein whet each talent A441t4,

IHULLECTOAL - which includea solving problems and learning new lefornation.

CReATIVITY - which includea being inventive and thinking up now Ideae.

ficience - which includes organising and re:umbering information 44 well 44
observing objects or events.

MATH - which inclodea knowing numbera and how to ose them.

RRAOING - which incindee recognising letter euunda end underatanding idean in
ianguago written 4nd apoken.

eSYCHMOTOR - which incindea osing body movenents with tIo,iihlltty, balance,
and c)ntrol.

ART - which inelndea toting n4ter1411 4k111folly and creating unusual or
intereoting deeigna.

!AMC - which lecludes playing inetromente, 114t4O104 carefolly to *auntie,
and reorgeniming rhythms.

LEADERSHIP - which includee being able to organise othera in a self-confident
and aenaitive luanner.

Tell the parente that children identified in one of these areal, nay elan have
apecial Orilla to other areae. however, from the information that V44
gathered, one talent area W44 aelected 44 !reins the strongeat.

4. Explain that the teacher hats 4 manual containing clansmen 4CtlViti44 in eech
of thane talent Aram). The children with potential talents are each part of
a small group that works together on these activities. Ask the parenta if
any of heir ehildren have come hone talking about these activities.

S. Tell the parents that their child wilt have 4 Talent Education Plan that wit).
be put together by the hOHST trainer, the teacher, the aide, and any
appropriate ancillary staff. They will have 4 chance to talk about what they
think will be helpful to their child end will be receiving a copy of this
plan.

6. Discuss the Parent Needs Aseessnent which will be filled out either during a
telephone interview or during a hone visit. Soneone--probably the
teacher--will be calling the parent. soon to talk to then about ways In which
they would like to be involved in working with their child. They will have a
chance to talk about how their child I. doing and to learn more about their
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Chile4 l41014 4f04. The teacher' will ohete 446= of rhiogo (1141 4f4
441400110$ in fhP /14 groins end will toll the ooso weyo Io which thoy obey
becoe00 etara invalyeAt

7. Iion up tilp pareoto" r to 41104, Utitq OF 4Sdr$isscI iiiofF10 fh
0/41k644r4 or pepori

-111Lilipur etild aboot whet io 6414404os to 4101 0440r

--Talk fn the teseher ehoot whet N,A4 4440f $70f yeo( chtIt,

11,

--Oecoao involved io yoor child's teleot eve)opotoot, 4,46 ti Porkli'
1117.i767 F1i7-071.77;4 49.1 by worklog with yoor to( /otos

4/ $

Allow time! ter go-pontoon.

1114 MIAMI% TUE emwritsw ROLE AT NONE

Explein thet !relents Or Pgtfitfat talents ifq oift j=i4f Ovelop hy houielvsaii the
role of pereote lo 401,4414004 t4lOnt 14 04(r4001Y 104/4rt4Ofo

I, Nave the tweet* divide tote groope by Went 4f400. (People with the etlee
color nen@ tego ge(her tueether.) Tell then that yoo want then to breinotorm
ways in which the child's potential talent could be developed at home. (li
'toy be neceaoery to explain what h-ra.noterniog is.) $441,0 04411 groop select 4
rocor4or to write down the groura ideas. 4ifve the recorder 4 large piece of
paper and 4 14460re Allow ton fikinOt04 for brelootormine, thee lead 4
discussion of the ideas.

Paso oot the booklets, TALENT ACTWITIE$ PO4 THE 004E 44ve the pareets the
booklet which eoes with his/her chilem talent. Toll the parenta the they
have already had lots ef good ideae tor wile they can develop their child'a
telento. Theoe booklets will give then 4004 specific activItiee they <en do
44 they go through their regular routine. Re sure they Matta that theae
ere only sugeestionothey c40 adapt ikon in ene way.

Ask everyone to take out their baokleto aed follow along 44 you talk. All of
thew, booklets have the 44140 organication:

"**The front cover tolls the talent area that is being covered end gives the
0404 of the MUST project and what Ow lettere stand for. Point out thin
the picture on the cover appears In the corner of each of the activities.

On the beck of the cover is the information about who developed and wrote
these books. Point out thet these booklate toor0 developed 44 part of the
BOHST project at the University of Illinois and was funded by the
Department of Health and H04140 Services.

--The first page, which is called ABOUT THESE ACTIVITIEs, is the 44014 In all
the books. The parents nay wish to read this page to get sone infornation
about these Activities.

--The next page, which I. called ABOUT YOUR MILO'S TALENT, includes specific
information about tech of the talent Areas. Point out that the first port
gives the parents some information about what they might aspect from their
child with potential talent. The second part has sow general tips about
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what to do.

--The next six pages contain the activities. Point out the following
information about the activities:

--In the corner of each page is the picture representing that talent area.
--Each activity has a little cartoon that the parent can share with their

child.

--The part of the directions that are in italics (that slanty print) are
suggestions of what they might say.

--At the bottom of some of the pages are handlettered hints of ways to
make the activity a little more fun or interesting.

Give the parents some time to look throur% the activities and ask any
questions.

Explain that at the end of each booklet are four pages of general ideas for
developing their child's talent area. They are as follows:

--THINGS TO DO, including some general ideas of ways to help their child
develop in his or her talent area.

--PLACES TO GO, including ideas for trips and ways to help their child get
the most out of places they probably go anyway.

--QUESTIONS TO ASK, including questions they could ask during the day that
mtght help their child think about things in a new way.

--GIFTS TO GNE, which does NOT mean gifts they should go right out and buy,
but gifts they might consider for their child's next birthday. Notice some
things are included which do not cost a lot of money.

Ask the parents which idea in the book appeals to them. Ask them to share the
idea with the group.

rv. LOOKING TOWARD THE FUTURE

Explain that just because their child has been identified in Head Star' s not
mean that anything will happen next year when their child starts kine .cen.
Head Start will be sending on the records of what happened this year, o.A. it
will be up to the parent to follow up to make sure the kindergarten teacher is
aware :if their child's needs. (Show the parents a copy of the END OF THE YEAR
TALENT 1;!.:JORT, if they are interested.)

Tell the parents that they are the only ones who will be following their child's
progress from year to year. Remind them that they probt 'v have more
information about their child than any other person. 1_, fore, rhey are the
ones best able to share with,the teacher their child's

E. _ngths ard needs.

Tell the parents that you have some basic strategies or tips to help them when
they are talking with teachers:

--Be specific. Ask the kindergarten teacher if papers were senc to him or her
about the BOHST projects.

--Emphasize ,potential talent. Make sure that the teacher know.; that you
understand that your child may not be gifted but does have e.trengths in a
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specific area. Explain that you want your child to make the most of that
potential.

--Keep copies. Keep copies of everything you receive from the school about your
child.

--Ask questions. What has the teacher noticed about your child? What kinds of
activities does the teacher do in the classroom in your child's talent area?

--Review tests. Ask to see any tests that have been given to your child. This
is your right as a parent.

--Become involved. Contact the teacher occasionally. Go to conferences and PTA
meetings. Volunteer to help in the classroom. By keeping in contact with the
teacher, you make the teacher accountable to you for your child's education.
Teachers are aware of which parents are concerned and will make an effort to
discuss the child's progress with those parents.

Explain to the parents the importance of discussing with their children what is
happening at school. Tell them to ask questions about what happens each day.
If the child is vague about what happened, ask additional questions. For
example,

If you say, "Hi James. What did you do today at school?"
And James says, "Not much. We played."
You say, "Played what? What toys did you play with?"
James says, "Blocks"
You say, "Whs the teacher there working with you?"
James says, "Yeah, she came around and looked at what I made."
You say, "What did you make? What did she say?"
James says, "I made a garage. She thought I should put a ramp on it."
You say, "Boy, that's neat. Did you figure out how to do it?

Ask questions about what is happening--what the child is learning and what kind
of activities are taking place. Children soon understand that since you are
interested in these things, they are what is important.

V. WRAP UP

Talk about what has happened during the workshop:

1. You told the parents about BOHST and how their child was identified as being
possibly talented in a certain area. You reminded the parents that the
Hentification procedure is informal and probably did not find all the

Atce.v:. with proential in each of the talent areas.

As lnyoc- has any questions about this part of the workshop.

2. Tlot f.;:ents had a chance first to brainstorm and then to look at the
Ac.:,tties for the Home booklets. You gave them some informStion about how
Cley are organized.

Ask if anyone has any questions about this part of the workshop.
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3. You discussed some things about the parent's role next year when their child
starts kindergarten.

Ask if anyone has any vestions about this part of the workshop.

Remind the parents that someone will be talking to them soon about their
individual needs and interests in relation to BOHST, i.e. completing the Parent
Needs Assessment.

Invite the parents to come up to talk to you after the workshop with their
comments, questions, or concerns.
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After the Wbrkshop

Instructions for meeting with the parent(s) of the identified children:

1. Arrange a time for a home visit or telephone interview with the parents of
each identified child. Remind the parents to look over the Parent Needs
Assessment form before the meeting and to think about how they might want to
be involved.

2. Call or visit each parent at the time you arranged. Be sure to have with
you a copy eif the Parent Needs Assessment and the list of suggested
activities with your notes added.

3. Address each question on the assessment form, noting the parents areas of
interest and answering any questions they may have.

4. Encourage all the parents to become involved in some way, not accept
whatever level of participation they feel comfortable with. Parents have
many demands on them and some are not ready or willing to take on another
task.

5. Be specific in arranging for the parents' inVolvement, setting up date and
time of the interview, if possible, and telling parents exactly what is
involved. Follow-up on any plans discussed for the future.


